
Attached are the textural / comments that accompanied the ranking / scoring parts of the questionnaire. In total there are some 29 thousand ‘words’ stretching over 82 

pages (about 1/3 of a normal novel).  

Not all people commented on every question. Some added paragraphs of clarification / explanation and two submitted several pages of A4 text covering a wide range of 

issues. These are captured at the end of this document.   

Column 1 = survey questionnaire number.  

Column 2 = question.  

Column 3 = response. 

An asterisk * denotes a separate point.  

Square brackets [ ] are where I have ‘interpreted’ the writing or clarified a point. 

Question marks ? denote that I cannot be sure of the writing. 

I have not attempted to correct any English or grammar and only changed spellings where I know them to be wrong. Some spelling mistakes might be of my making.   

I have omitted comments that add no value such as “I have no comment”, “not applicable”, “don’t know” 

Some adults filled in the children’s section – I have included their comments but identified the entries as being from an adult.  

Some comments were attached to specific questions requiring a numerical score – I have tried to collect all of these and ensure they are preserved either in the next 

‘comments’ box or opposite the original question.   

Households 

What made you choose South Huish as your home? 

406 1.7  Near a golf course and within 15 minutes of grandchildren. 

491 1.7  View of sea 

492 1.7  Return after working here 40 years ago! 

536 1.7  Been visiting for years. Married here. 

553 1.7  Next to the sea with a pub within walking distance. 

576 1.7  Holiday home 

590 1.7  This is our second home, however we feel we contribute to our local community and use local facilities and support local businesses. As busy working 



 people we also feel that our right to holiday and relax in England is relevant and important (we don't fly around the globe!) Please don't demonise us!   

 Our family also all use our home. 

532 1.7  Have had holidays here for 55 years. 

 

1 - For younger parishioners 

Which school or college or place of work do you go to? 

579 1.12  Kingsbridge community college.  *Kingsbridge community college. *Marlborough primary School. 

Please list any difficulties that prevent you from enjoying living in the parish (e.g. broadband speed, mobile reception)  

420 1.15 Traffic driving too fast.  *Mobile phone reception. *Broadband speed. *Lack of public transport. 

476 1.15 Broadband speed.  *Mobile reception.  *Burleigh Lane is too dangerous for a child to walk up to the bus stop at Galmpton due to speed of traffic. 

484 1.15 Mobile reception 

518 1.15 Mobile phone no good. *Better internet speed. *Still copper wire to house. 

579 1.15 1Broadband. *Mobile reception. *Cycle routes. *Better transport-public. 

624 1.15 Mobile reception 

375 1.15 Mobile reception 

217 1.15 Mobile reception 

201 1.15 Mobile reception non-existent 

180 1.15 Broadband speed very slow. *No mobile reception at house.  

102 1.15 Broadband. *Mobile reception 

101 1.15 Mobile reception. *Jobs 

94 1.15 Broadband. *Mobile phones 

93 1.15 Broadband and *mobile phone reception could be improved. 



11 1.15 Broadband speed. *Mobile reception  

10 1.15 Broadband speed. *Park for children 

682 1.15 Before driving - lack of transport / buses 

702 1.15 Mobile reception *Broadband speed 

704 1.15 Not enough bus services to / from Hope Cove *Bad mobile connection   

Are there any amenities or activities within the parish that you currently use or take part in? 

476 1.16 KM football 

535 1.16 Sports centre. *Surf lifesaving. *Lifeboat training. 

548 1.16 Kingsbridge swimming pool.  *Beach-mainly Hope Cove and South Milton. *Hope Cove weekend. 

579 1.16 Use the sea. Features/harbour 

375 1.16 Hope Cove weekend 

277 1.16  [not a child] Post Office, *Reading room, *Beach. 

217 1.16 Walking, *beaches 

102 1.16 Hope Cove weekend, *Post office, *Pub. 

101 1.16 We are not here enough but go to *church and *village hall activities, *local shop, *pub and *beach. 

94 1.16 Restaurants, *pubs, *garden centres, *shops  

93 1.16 Boating *walking 

11 1.16 Boat beach all year around. 

10 1.16 The beach 

702 1.16 Reading room 

704 1.16 Beach 

Are there any facilities or amenities for young people that you think the parish should have within the Parish but which are not 

currently available? 



476 1.17 More amenities for children 

535 1.17       Out of school hockey club (during vacation). *Area for young in evening (the pub used to offer an area with pool table etc. which is no longer there). 

 Football pitch in Hope Cove. 

579 1.17 Park. 

102 1.17 Sports facilities 

11 1.17 A play area to encourage children  

10 1.17 A park in Hope Cove 

682 1.17 Somewhere for young people to meet / clubs. 

702 1.17 Bus service from Kingsbridge after 9pm. *footpath on roads 

704 1.17 Kayaking *Youth centre 

What do you like about living in the Parish? 

420 1.18 By the sea.  *Rural-green-lots of walking  *Friendly people 

476 1.18 Close to nature, *Cycling, *Water sports, *Football 

548 1.18 The sea seaside. *The countryside. 

579 1.18 Seeing the stars. *Being near a beach. *Feel safe. *Countryside/wildlife. 

624 1.18 I was born here. *Quiet. 

375 1.18 The sea,*Peace & quiet, *Safe. 

371 1.18 The beautiful unspoilt (so far) countryside. 

277 1.18  [not a child] Nice people, *lovely place,*quiet (except when holiday makers ??? -come?) 

217 1.18 Coastal location; not developed 

201 1.18 Its beauty and charm, * Sea , * Coast 

102 1.18 Tranquillity, * Beach, * Walks 

101 1.18 Visiting the beach 



93 1.18 Boating *walking *swimming *landscape 

15 1.18 The beauty of it, *coastal path 

11 1.18 Near the sea, * Our boat on the beach to use, *Cliff path walks, *No traffic.  

10 1.18 The beach and *the walks  

678 1.18 Beautiful surroundings *Friendly and caring community *Less frenetic living 

682 1.18 Countryside, * Beach, * Peace & quiet. *Friendship groups (permanent + holiday home owners) 

688 1.18 The beach] *Friendly locals * Beautiful place 

702 1.18 No street lights *Peaceful - little crime *Nice people 

704 1.18 Beach  *Walks 

What do you dislike about living in the parish? 

476 1.19 I can't visit my friends without needing a lift in the car. 

535 1.19 Bus service infrequent. *No sports facilities (mainly ball and exercise). *Gym, *yoga, *pool. 

579 1.19 Lacking transport for teenagers. *Poor communications. 

371 1.19 The terrible road surfaces. *Lack of busses  

277 1.19 Too many second homes kills a village. 

102 1.19 Isolation, disassociation 

101 1.19 Not enough bins for dog poo, *lack of mobile connection 

11 1.19 Not enough other young people, *No play area for children  

10 1.19 I would like more children to play with.  

682 1.19 Nothing to do for young people in the evenings(under 16's). *Litter and *dog fouling. 

688 1.19 can be over populated in summer months * no phone signal *over priced housing 

702 1.19 1.19 [1] Holiday makers parking on the New road *car alarms in the summer *people with dogs not picking up mess *potholes   

704 1.19 Not enough young people  



Do you have any other comments? [to add to this section] 

502 1.21 What, no section for OAPs! 

101 1.21 Why have the bins for dog bags been removed from Inner Hope 

2 - South Huish Assets 

Do you have any comments regarding our parish assets? 

421 2.1   This land has two barns, derelict buildings (brownfield site) and the small plantation making me self-sufficient in fuel for my wood burning stove in 

 South Milton. 

429 2.1  Excellent area for both scuba and snorkel diving 

500 2.1 Wonderful landscape 

502 2.1  Parish assets are like the family silver you look after them, you polish them and you carefully evaluate any intervention by discussion with family. I don't 

                              trust SHDC not to cut vital maintenance or even sell off the silver to plug funding gaps elsewhere in the district! South Huish is an ANOB/conservation area  

                              and an asset but marginalised by SHDC! In an old fishing village SHDC must think conservation first and not change! 

503 2.1  Hope Cove is a beautiful place. Its character must not be spoilt by careless over-development of fields and open spaces. 

506 2.1  I love the beach to walk the dog. *Friendly people. *Thatched cottages. *Love the sun sets. 

524 2.1  Beach cleaning/road sweeping - more funds for these. *Sea defences-erosion of seawall/breakwater needs-repair-upkeep of seawalls. *Inner Hope and  

                             Mouthwell and Hope Cove Beach-seawalls. 

535 2.1  Would like a catholic church. *Fitness group (aged 25 to 60). *Shower on beach. *Kayak rack on beach. *Glass recycling and more public bins. *Hotel with  

                             swimming pool which could be used by club members. 

548 2.1  The sea beaches and surrounding countryside are all vital to the appeal of the parish; their protection should be a top priority. *The collapsed foot path at  

                             Hope Cove is a good example-excellent end result but I believe its rebuilding should have been prioritised sooner. 

553 2.1  Church could be used more for secular events. *More could be made of the harbour regarding our fishing heritage e.g. a small visitor centre.  *We could  

                             use the natural surroundings to provide activities such as guided walks, water sports, beach searches 

554 2.1  I would like to have a cashpoint facility reinstalled in the village, *also I would wish for a tennis court in Hope Cove. 



590 2.1  We enjoy and support pubs, *sailing activities, *golf and safe family environment. 

593 2.1  Very important to keep coastal path in good repair and bring walkers etc. into the village to sustain the cafe, pub, shop and post office. 

602 2.1  I do not know what a parish asset is! 

640 2.1  A hard-working church minister, Rev Faith and her mother Charlotte. 

396 2.1 Feel lucky to be able to live in such quiet and beautiful surroundings away from the rat race. *Beautiful walks and stunning scenery on the doorstep.   

367 2.1 Would be enhanced if more balance of age group of residents & less holiday / second homes. 

360 2.1 The parish's viability is dependent on the environment and attractiveness of the location to holiday makers and visitors. This key asset therefore requires  

                              protecting by very careful development that works to only improve the ambience to the parish. 

352 2.1 We think they are good & appreciate them. We are new here and are very impressed.  

286 2.1 Lovely surrounding countryside, *proximity to the beach & harbour &*strong community spirit are all important. *Easy access to Kingsbridge & lack of  

parking restrictions are also important assets.*We value low level of light pollution although this has worsened a lot recently. *We would appreciate a 

survey of footpaths to ensure retention of access especially as roads very dangerous for pedestrians.   

233 2.1 Countryside and seaside with a small village feel which is why we have so many visitors. Do not spoil this this by modern planning for large houses. 

230 2.1 No light pollution, *people live and work there, alive all year round, *2nd home owners accepted by permanent residents and made to feel part of the 

                             community and not outsiders. 

225 2.1 Light pollution - I would prefer there to be no blue flashing lights outside the Sand Pebbles; just plain white would be fine. *Dogs on beaches limited to  

                             winters only - all beaches.  

185 2.1 Continue the maintenance of the SW coast path. *Ensure maintenance of the breakwater and harbour. * Reinstate the name 'Thurlestone sands'  

178 2.1 Hope Cove is lovely - don't spoil it by over development. 

156 2.1 You keep it all well together.  

142 2.1 The assets are good for my requirements. *An improved shop / post office and a more *local friendly pub would be an improvement. *Parking in the square 

in Inner Hope is tragic so that a visitor to my property with a wheelchair cannot access the house because of parked cars. *Parking for houses should be in 

                             front of houses on the left of the square and not in front of those on the right. *Also picnic tables should not be set up in the square.   

120 2.1 Maintain as an AONB and prevent unsuitable building not in keeping. 



106 2.1 Highly value the beaches, *Inner Hope beauty and character, * Southwest coast path, *AONB 

105 2.1 Don’t let them get spoilt by those with only profit in mind 

103 2.1 Reading Room very good. *Excellent coastguard, *Good harbour master, *Outer Hope shops / post office very friendly. *Churches welcoming 

99 2.1 The parish assets form the basis for the 'plan' without them being protected at all costs there would be no reason to visit or live in South Huish. Forget  

                housing / business expansion - we want to keep the parish as it is - unspoilt! That is why people want to visit and / or live here.  

98 2.1 Lack of amenities at Inner Hope * Lack of broadband / internet *Lack of facilities to encourage local entrepreneurship and employment. 

89 2.1 The benefits of being within "protected" areas must be jealously guarded and development should recognise these and coalescence of villages / smaller 

              developments (i.e. group of houses) should be avoided. 

86 2.1 Excellent for such a small parish 

52 2.1 Well maintained 

15 2.1 Not over developed 

10 2.1 The walks and countryside, *small friendly community although would love more families with children in hope cove. *Bus service is very useful 

678 2.1 *It would be a shame if the character of the village were to change 

694 2.1 If you choose to do so you can work and contribute in the community and it will matter and you will be known and belong. *The setting of Hope Cove and 

                            South Huish is the key asset. It has to work in combination of working environment i.e. farming, fishing, tourism within the naturally given landscape. It is 

                            not a gift that can be held in aspic as a pretty thing - a fossil or a nostalgic memory. It must work as a dynamic community.   

702 2.1 Few modern houses it is a bit old fashioned needs to be more upmarket like Salcombe houses not set back in the 1960's 

3 - Community Spirit 

Do you have any further comments on community spirit / activities in the parish? 

502 3.5  Build for local people only with a gentle hand on the tiller and definitely not if the cost is covering our valuable ANOB hillsides with tacky boxes! 

602 3.5  This can only be done if there is work here, and work is limited. 

401 3.5  You cannot manufacture or manipulate the community to give a spread of ages.  Retired people often gravitate to the country and young people  

  gravitate to a town for work and schooling etc. 



405 3.5  As we live outside a village community I don't feel that community spirit at all, activities tend to be Thurlestone based golf club/village hall where there is a  

  thriving village community. 

406 3.5  We live outside main population area and tend to go towards Thurlestone as we are golfers. 

411 3.5  Little community spirit in South Huish 

413 3.5  Don't feel there is any 

429 3.5  Re-3 above-See 1 .7+ when we decided to purchase a hideaway in 2009 it was with the clear remit that we wanted to integrate with and be part of the  

  community and to support our local economy-so we do rent out our cottage so others can benefit. However our integration has been with Marlborough & 

 Kingsbridge rather than South Huish.  We have failed to relate to your website, noticeboards etc. and we have never seen a newsletter.-Our fault, no one is  

to blame. We shall aim to be more aware in future. We vigorously enter the Kingsbridge show (cookery and handicrafts etc.) members of the Malborough  

and South Huish horticultural society which we also enter.  Members of Kingsbridge twinning association. Regularly attend both Methodist churches etc. 

(sounds awfully righteous.)  As a non-local, second home owner, with limited knowledge it has been difficult to complete this form and I guess many of the  

absent owners will find the same.  I have tried not to be NIMBY  but to be realistic. The Important word in this document is on page 4 "vicinity".  South  

Huish can't be self-sufficient it has to be part of a wider district plan. 

449 3.5  Consider online posting and circulation of monthly newsletter 

452 3.5  Communication is key. Lively up-to-date website. 

484 3.5  Evening activities in Village Hall 

485 3.5  Evening classes in Village Hall 

500 3.5 Sadly the population is heavily biased to the older generations. Young people should be attracted to the parish as long as they can work locally. 

502 3.5  75% of the village are second homes. * It's a miracle there's any community spirit at all! *Parish council needs to be more proactive publicising parish  

information as does SHDC! * Tell St Austell to give back our local pub! *40% of residents are over 65 because Hope Cove appeals to that age group.  *Do 

you know that estate agents refer to Weymouth park as gods waiting room! 

503 3.5  The community is fast winding away because of the relentless increase in the number of holiday homes and second homes. There are so few people left to  

   run any activities. 

504 3.5  There are too many holiday homes to have a community spirit! 



506 3.5  Nowhere for children to play.  *Need another carpark. 

528 3.5  I have indicated agreement to try to attract younger people, but this may be a vain hope!  My wife (And others that she knew of) left the area almost 50  

  years ago because it could not deliver well-paid employment and better future prospects. Nothing seems to have changed in the whole area! 

535 3.5  Would be nice if a hotel/spa was built with facilities e.g. gym, pool, beauty salon etc. for residents to have a membership. 

536 3.5  As non-permanent resident, and new to the area we have no real referencing points on the above. But the opportunity to contribute to this plan is clearly a 

positive, and we look forward to playing an increased role. 

548 3.5  There is a strong community spirit among the older population. Perhaps more could be done to engineer a stronger community among the younger  

  generation and holiday home owners (like me)?  I would be happy to be involved in suitable initiatives. 

553       3.5         There are a number of people in the parish who constantly remark 'well I never knew about that - nobody told me'.  Well to be honest a lot of things I find  

  out about or not because people come to tell me but because I got off my arse, went out and about in the parish and found out! Nobody in the parish has 'a  

  right' to be told about things. 

554 3.5  Only that I would welcome more young families moving to the village and *I would hope to extend the church congregation. 

585 3.5  The reason I feel I don't have a real say is councillors -particularly district (Rufus) dismiss parishioners ideas and opinions out of hand and do not listen. 

586 3.5  I quite like the summer when there is more going on and everyone is happy because they're on holiday. However *I would like it to be slightly less touristy,  

  with more of a local population and I am always happy when the tourists go and we get peace and quiet of our village. 

603 3.5  Attract young people if they are fully employed. 

612 3.5  It would be nice if we had a local village pub not some upbeat trendy pub that is only interested in holiday income. 

619 3.5  I do not see how a 'plan' can make young people more into a community. 

396 3.5 Young people have an important role to play in the community however not much work opportunities for them & cost of housing is prohibitive in terms of  

  young people owning homes. 

385 3.5 Too many 2nd home owners. *Loss of community feel. 

360 3.5 Viability requires an increase in the proportion of young people in the parish population. Development must encourage young families to move to the  

  parish.  



303 3.5 There are diverse opportunities for people to get ?involved - council; ?? Charities, beach cleans, hope Cove W/E, country dancing.  

286 3.5 Existing activities are aimed at older people, which reflects age distribution of population. There are not many jobs for young people locally. There is no  

  school or play area for younger people. The beach is a great facility but parking is a real problem and covering over existing open spaces will exacerbate  

  this, so proposed development will add to vehicle congestion locally.  

281 3.5 Re website and newsletter - if possible please offer documents + downloads in PDF format.  

246 3.5 Where do you get the newsletter / village notice board / website from? We usually find out what is going [on] when it is posted on a telegraph pole / 

lamppost. 

233 3.5 The young people of the village have now moved on. When older residents die new middle aged residents will move in. Very little here for young residents.  

  They should be ?a Kingsbridge or Malborough. 

230 3.5 We always get to know what is going on and asked to get included 

225 3.5 Not really much going on for those people who live here permanently - would like to see something like a U3A available - I belong to one quite a few  

  miles away and still go to interest groups there as there is so little here. Many of today's 65 year olds (demographic results?) do not wish to do short mat 

bowls or country dancing. 

223 3.5 Young people are going to live in Kingsbridge or Malborough or even farther away (unless better communications facilities could attract people who want  

  to work from home).  

194 3.5 I think the majority of people come to this area to retire. Younger people coming to this area would need better public transport and shops but most of all  

  work that would pay them more than the 'living wage'. 

185 3.5 There is a need to encourage the storage of parish records and to find a place to store them properly  

142 3.5 Need to retain all of the hotels. Outer Hope needs a good tidy. 

127 3.5 Over the last 25 years most of the locals have die off. Community spirit needs a permanent population 

118 3.5 It will only work if action is taken to retain 'young blood' in the village - * public transport needs to improve. * more doctors are needed. *affordable  

  housing will ensure that a younger community will thrive in a small isolated village. * Children's playgrounds are also important.  

108 3.5 I would like to receive parish information by regular e-mail. 



102 3.5 Lack of engagement probably reflects our situation as 2nd home owners, hopefully it will change when we retire. 

99 3.5 South Huish represents a constantly regenerating society - people come people go, families grow, people die, some will love it, some will not. Some will  

  want to change it. Some will want to maintain traditions. The issue does not need to be forced and 9 times out of 10 it is the minority who tries to do so  

  particularly in the case of development.  

89 3.5 Can efforts be made to engage with holiday home owners and with tenants of long term and holiday home lettings 

74 3.5 We spend our social activities at Kingsbridge Leisure Centre which is excellent 

19 3.5 As a community Hope Cove is dull. Recently we had a family move in nearby. The kids have transformed the street and adults talk to each other in the  

  street. Our community is unbalanced.  

14 3.5 I feel that the parish does not need this amount of development 

10 3.5 I think the community would benefit from a park for children and ball game area.  

4 3.5 I consider the community spirit has diminished considerably since we have been here with much of the business affecting the community being 

     conducted is secret. An example of this is that with the exception of Simon Coleman I have never met anyone from the Parish Council!   

3 3.5 Need to attract more young families 

678 3.5 I feel there is plenty going on in the village. The lifeboat is a good source of bringing the community together 

682 3.5 More green spaces needed for children to play in, Elderly to sit 

694 3.5 Need a wider input of ages, families and available work / housing in village to generate situation where a wider range of interests might be relevant, e.g. It  

is the same people run everything because there is no-one else. It would be good to attract young people here but this will not happen unless families 

return to live here.  

695 3.5 The available activities in Galmpton Village Hall are splendid and also the few in The Fishermen's  Reading room. There are only a few people in Inner Hope  

  (TQ7 3HT) who are permanent residents and are mainly elderly.   

698 3.5 Important to preserve Hope Cove and surrounding area as AONB and guard against inappropriate development  

702 3.5 Better publicity of meetings by local council to have more of a say, not just sit and listen to what they want after all they represent us but we don't vote  

  them in.  

704 3.5 What community spirit  



708 3.5 The Hope cove fund raising has been beneficial to community spirit. 

Please comment on any issues or improvements you would like to see with regard to these [parish] amenities in the PLAN. 

13 4.2 The pub has been destroyed by St Austell brewery and now they have destroyed the beachcomber too!!! 

400 4.2 Restrictions on parking in certain areas.  (Road junctions and parts of New Road). Banning the parking of boats on public highway during the summer. 

405 4.2  We are luckily mobile and in good health and so we are not so dependent on local activities .  As one gets older, and a lot of residents are older than us, it is  

  important to have easy access to amenities for example post office, mobile library, church. 

406 4.2  I go to Thurlestone church occasionally 

413 4.2  Don't know what happens at the Village Hall *not religious 

421 4.2  Bridleways need better maintenance. *Stiles should be replaced by small gates to assist older walkers. 

434 4.2  We hope to find a resolution of the permissive path adjacent to Beacon point cottages-delayed by Devon county council bureaucracy and funding.  The new  

  footpath will be a permanent right of way. 

452 4.2  foot paths/bridleways/coastal path kept open. *Hope Cove toilets could be cleaner. * Dog poo bins for beaches.  *Hotels: any planning applications to  

  remain  in keeping with area and not overpowering, consideration given to neighbours. 

476 4.2  Create circular footpath from Inner hope towards hope Barton and Bolberry. *Improve/upgrade public toilets.  *improve cycle path's Kingsbridge to 

Salcombe 

485 4.2  More diverse clubs/activities in Village Hall plus FRR 

492 4.2  My church is in Salcombe 

494 4.2  Church attendance: not religious but do attend at key times, Christmas, Easter etc..  *Use beach more often when we have visitors-especially younger  

  children.  *Hotels: use when there are functions or meetings no need otherwise as full-time resident.  *Mobile library: can see benefit but have  

  books/kindle etc. so do not use.  *Harbour: have no boat so only use when boating with others. 

498 4.2  All of these amenities are very important to the parish should be maintained for the future 

500 4.2 Public toilets in Inner Hope. *Shower near beach? 

501 4.2  Even though I don't use the public toilets I wouldn't want them to close as I think I'm essential facilities visitors on the beach 



502 4.2  There is a need for public toilets close to the beach in Inner Hope.  *Public toilets built on side of the reading room? *Cafe or tea room in Inner Hope- 

  franchise out the reading room. *In the tourist season a daily village clean. *Sometimes Hope Cove can look like a third world slum and God knows why 

tourists pay to come here. *If you want to attract up-market tourists to the Cove, you need to do a lot more to look after it. 

503 4.2  Would use the Village Hall and the Fishermen’s Reading Room if there were more events going on in them. 

518 4.2  Beach cleaning more often.  *Could sell seaweed to help with costs. 

524 4.2  Funds to repair and upkeep sea defences, breakwater and seawalls. 

528 4.2  The major attractions to Hope Cove visitors and second home owners is the harbour and beaches and it is essential that these are maintained at least to 

 current standards. *The ability to walk the coastal paths is also a priority. 

535 4.2  Showers on the beach. 

536 4.2  Not yet been in the area long enough-over the time believe we would make more regular use of all facilities. In particular, so far, regular and frequent use  

  of car park, foot paths, beaches, harbour pub, cafe, post office and shop and believe they are all critical amenities. *As dog owners we would welcome  

  lifting restrictions re-access to beaches for well-behaved dogs. 

548 4.2  Harbour: the breakwater/harbour wall is crucial to the beach and harbour. I would very much like to see it repaired and regularly maintained. Also I think  

  greater use could be made of visitors moorings-there are a number of unused visitors moorings which could be used to generate revenue and enable  

  visitors to bring boats to Hope  Cove. It may also be worth considering ways of bringing more water sport business to Hope Cove (e.g. Kayak/paddleboat  

  hire, like Surfing Sam's business at South Milton). 

554 4.2  I feel it is vital to keep the public toilets on harbour beach. *The village shop and pub, the Hope &  Anchor are also vital to the village life. 

576 4.2  I think the Hope Cove car park should be moved to the back of the village and stop cars in the summer going down to the harbour in school holidays, say 10 

 AM to 4 PM. Also the car park could be made a nice green open space with children's play area. 

578 4.2  Vital we maintain usability of coastal path and *retain beach cleanliness and lifeguards. Controlled number of second homes if we wish to retain a  

  community spirit in the parish. 

579 4.2  Old lifeboat station to be made useful. 

582 4.2  The churches, village hall, post office, bars, pubs and hotels etc. are all very important to our small and lovely village and should be appreciated accordingly. 



585 4.2  I would like to see more locals offering to teach others skills in the reading room, for example I would be happy to run a meditation group free of charge. I  

  would be interested to learn seamanship, knots, woodwork and arts of all sorts.  *It would be good to see a local enterprise and trading system (LETS) but  

  a bit beyond the NP perhaps.* More advertising of availability and costs. 

590 4.2  We try to live with the summer parking (madness by some) as we would hate to see yellow lines ruin the village.  *Much further development in Hope Cove 

which stretch most facilities. 

593 4.2  We only use the amenities ourselves when here but they are used by our guests for an additional 12 weeks of the year. 4.5 possible playground for younger 

children. 

612 4.2  Village needs to be kept more loved. *Visitors in holiday homes leave rubbish out at all times, seagulls have a field day. *Parking around the village needs to 

be addressed. 

622 4.2  A village pub because the Hope and Anchor is no more village pub. 

623 4.2  Sad to lose our village pub to tourist dining facility, would like to have our village pub back. 

637 4.2  Footpaths need more regular sweeping and rubbish collection.  *Post Office shop needs more stock during holidays.  *Cliffs need support in key areas for 

both footpaths and roads.  *Pub has nothing for families any more.  *Car park could have better boat storage facilities - separate area dedicated to boats  

  (preferably all year for a charge). 

642 4.2  Refuse and recycling: more general and refuse bins should be in the village of Hope Cove, especially at the point of leaving the beach. *More dog mess bins  

  should be available for the conscientious dog owner. 

399 4.2 No boats to be parked on roadways / Inner Hope sq. / New Road - especially those left on trailers for days on end. *Parking restrictions on certain roads e.g.  

  New Road Junction with Outer Hope road. 

396 4.2 All the above amenities are essential for village life as different residents have different needs. Just because I don't use all of the facilities I recognise their  

  importance. 

393 4.2 I use Malborough post office. *The beaches are not dog friendly - I use South Milton. *Pub is too expensive. *Should allow dogs off leads on beach and fine  

  dog owners who flout this by allowing badly behaved dogs to spoil others enjoyment. *To have a plan to replace, where possible, stiles with gates or stiles  

  with dog gates. *To ensure no further large scale coastal developments in Hope Cove which would spoil "the landscape setting of Hope Cove which is  



  particularly important” - p.4 of this document.  

385 4.2 Mobile signal improved. *Fibre optic broadband available in all areas 

380 4.2 Car park should be free to local residents. *Mobile library - could be redesigned - ???? Elsewhere include 'books on wheels' where volunteers delivered  

  chosen books etc.* Fishermen’s Reading Room could possibly also act as local museum. 

378 4.2 The use of the facilities has varied depending on the age of my children. They are now 18 and 21, so I have currently less occasion to use them [the  

  facilities], but would be so so disappointed if any were taken away. I LOVE Hope Cove.  

368 4.2 people with more free time will find a greater need 

367 4.2 Maintain existing facilities even if on a rota basis. 

360 4.2 I would like to see the car park in Hope Cove in public ownership with proceeds going to the parish. 

303 4.2 I find them very satisfactory and enjoy them the amount I use them. 

289 4.2 Facelift for village hall 

286 4.2 Footpaths between Galmpton, Hope Cove + Malborough (similar to foot/cycle path between Malborough + Salcombe) to ensure people can walk and cycle  

  safely between the villages. The roads are currently very dangerous, lot of blind bends 7 too narrow for modern vehicles + vans. *Coastal path to be  

  repaired / restored as far as possible. there is not enough parking at Hope Cove for influx of visitors using the beach and pub. *Expansion of post office  

  +shop would be useful to local residents to improve range of products that local people can buy  in Hope + Malborough.  

274 4.2 The Hope Cove and Galmpton Village Hall requires updating to make it an attractive venue to hold events. Obviously a refurbishment plan requires funds  

  but there are very few fund raising events and activity. 

273 4.2 There is very limited parking at the post office and most of the spaces are taken up by resident users. *There should be spaces for blue badge holders.  

246 4.2 We didn’t have any information about what is going on in the village hall. *Didn’t know the mobile library existed.  

235 4.2 We use the facilities a lot when we are here, but we only come here every 5-6 weeks for an average of 5-7 days. Total time spent here in a year is approx. 

   50 - 60 days/year 

230 4.2 To explain our answers above, as we are 2nd home owners we are in Hope Cove approximately one week in four & during these times we would go to the  

  post office / pub / hotel / café / beach / footpaths more or less daily  (church once a week).  



226 4.2 Sewage smell in harbour [should be] dealt with. *Sewage and rubbish on beach removed. *Litter on beach and access road removed.*Dog poo - dog owners  

  prosecuted.*Direct line distances on the map are useless unless you are a bird! Need to put actual distances.   

225 4.2 Beaches need to be kept clean of litter and seaweed. *Sewage smell from harbour beach in the summer needs to be sorted out. *Waste bins near the  

  beach emptied more during school holidays.  

223 4.2 In the same way that we more frequently use pubs etc. in adjoining parishes (more than once a week) as part of a walk these facilities will be important to 

residents of neighbouring parishes.  

216 4.2 Off-putting smell on Harbour beach in summer.  *have heard rumours that dogs might be banned from Harbour beach like from Mouthwell beach, hope  

  this is just a rumour.  

194 4.2 I use the Kingsbridge library - I used to use the mobile library but only stopped when the visit day for our area changed from Thursday to Wednesday which 

 is not convenient for me. I hope the mobile library continues to give its sterling service to the community.*[on harbour] If you mean to launch a boat – then 

never! 

185 4.2 An enlargement of the Reading Room would enable the records of the following organisations to be started and made available for future generations:-  

  Newsletter, W.I., Harbour commission, Hope Cove weekend minutes and programmes etc., etc.  

183 4.2 Car park is necessary but often looks untidy  

153 4.2 Would like to see more dog poo bins particularly along Hope Cove to Thurlestone walk. 

142 4.2 The amenities should be retained. Car parks, beach, toilets, etc. need to be clean and tidy. 

127 4.2 Bring the rubbish bins back. Tourists put their rubbish and dog poo in my bin. *The Fishermen’s reading room used to be much busier.*Mobile library 

stopped coming to the square in Inner Hope. *There isn’t a harbour in Hope. 

121 4.2 More litter bins 

120 4.2 Bins for feminine sanitary products in ladies toilets.  

119 4.2 More publicity about library opening hours would be helpful. 

118 4.2 We are not necessarily here every month but we do use a lot of the above when here. 

107 4.2 Provision of a bottle-bank 



106 4.2 Reduce cost of parking in Inner Hope pay + display 

105 4.2 Perhaps some encouragement to use car park opposite Sun Bay as people seem to go to great lengths to avoid paying & therefore park all over the road  

  over the hill.   

103 4.2 Local recycling facilities. Should be rubbish bins near slipway Inner Hope. *Reduce speed through village. 

101 4.2 Maybe more public toilets particularly in summer 

100 4.2 We are second home owners and use the facilities whenever we are here. 

98 4.2 Pub ruined 

89 4.2 Possibly another general store.  

86 4.2 The new inland footpath to South Milton sands from hope Cove needs stones added - deeply muddy, slippery, and dangerous out of season (easy to slip 

 and get injured on the barbed wire)  

80 4.2 Beach the sewage problem continues therefore improvement is needed . *Dogs banned completely from beaches. Harbour - *better provision for litter and 

 recycling.  

79 4.2 Sewage continues to appear on beaches making them unsafe to use. 

77 4.2 Pub - no longer atmosphere of village pub 

75 4.2 No longer a 'village' pub - more like a city fast food restaurant.  

74 4.2 The best plans in the world won't help the fact that there are too many second homes. Many who let their properties out and the owners are not part of 

 the community. So many have Tesco / Sainsbury's deliveries and do not shop locally.   

72 4.2 Restrict access for dogs on the beaches - Too many dogs not on leads - too much dog mess in village and surrounding footpaths - amenities excellent 

 otherwise. 

45 4.2 Reinstate Hope & Anchor in to a friendly local pub. 

19 4.2 If more active people with children lived here the pub, shop and other amenities could thrive and attract more people.  

14 4.2 The post office to be open at normal opening hours. 

12 4.2 The pub is in need of returning to a pub. It is not a pub - it is a tourist restaurant. *The post office opens odd hours and stocks little in the way of non-tourist 



items.  

10 4.2 There are often walkers and families who visit and toilets are necessary. *I'm pleased access to the beach via the path is being rectified. *I'd like more or  

some exercise classes to run in village hall especially in winter. *I have young children so can't always use the hotels, pubs, cafe as much as I will in the  

future.  

5 4.2 Although personally we do not use the churches, they are obviously important to some people. Likewise the pubs and restaurants - we rarely eat out, but  

  they are necessary facilities.  

4 4.2 We are not religious and would have no need to visit any of the churches. *The Cove cafe is not the type of establishment we would frequent. *We do not  

  have a boat so would not use the harbour. I consider that the facilities we have, although not used frequently by us, are adequate for residents & visitors 

alike and no improvements are necessarily with the exemption of the *car park which could be improved by providing a period option rather than the 

 current daily only rate.   

664 4.2 The need for more parking areas *Encourage more use of the harbour * Reduce parking fees 

678 4.2 I feel the pub has changed to a degree that it no longer welcomes local custom *I would like to see the public telephone box in Inner Hope restored and not  

  replaced with a metal eyesore! *The Cove try very hard to accommodate the locals. 

683 4.2 Street lights, *Change pub back to a proper pub  

684 4.2 Just one comment regarding the public phone box at Inner hope; it is in great need of a re-paint and tidy up as it is looking very neglected. Because of the 

 lack of mobile signal in Hope cove it is still a useful asset for the village. 

694 4.2 Village hall - might go to a jumble sale or meeting on occasions. Would attend dances or dramas / shows if available. Would use for a function here if the  

  décor was more attractive. *Post Office - Would like some fresh food in summer. Better quality gifts - more of an ambience. Much better now than used to  

  be, as opening hours are more reliable and range better. *We have  a mooring but maybe a dingy rack / canoe rack might be useful. *Cafes - regret  

  monopoly of St. Austell over beachcomber its request for residential use. Beachcomber would make a good sea food / beach shack restaurant / or sea  

  themed life style shop.  

695 4.2 AGE - limits capabilities of many things. 

698 4.2 Litter bins in Inner Hope again 



702 4.2 More year-round residents. Fewer holiday homes unless they truly intend to retire here one day.   

704 4.2 Improve frequency of bus services so accessible for people without a car. 

708 4.2 More dog poo bins would be useful  

What kind of activities would you recommend [as being run from the village hall]? 

429 4.4  ? Film nights. Bring and share suppers. (Very difficult with such a transient population.) 

449 4.4  Barn dance 

476 4.4  Fitness, e.g. Pilates, Zumba, tone and stretch.  *Art classes 

484 4.4  Day and/or evening classes 

485 4.4  Ballroom dancing plus other dance classes, *art classes 

489 4.4  Musical 

491 4.4  Keep fit, *dancing, *lectures. 

492 4.4  Talks, *U3A 

494 4.4  A wider variety of events-some aimed at younger people. 

495 4.4  More live music. 

498 4.4  Arts and crafts 

500 4.4 Film shows, *exhibitions, *talks (educational). 

501 4.4  Ones during the day, at the moment only evening activities occur, apart from the jumble sale 

502 4.4  Dump the old fogies on the committees for new, younger blood, if you can find any, with new blood you may get new ideas. 

503 4.4  Fitness classes,*more jumble sales etc. 

506 4.4  U3A venues, *weddings, *outside space/deck/garden. 

511 4.4  Present activities are good 

518 4.4  Anything to keep people in the village, more people living here. *Fewer second homes.  

524 4.4  Maybe yoga and *badminton 



528 4.4  More all-inclusive activities and better advertised 

535 4.4  Yoga, *Pilates, *youth club, *life-saving training. 

543 4.4  WI, *whist drives, *quiz evenings. 

548 4.4  Children's groups (music, dance ?Septra) 

553 4.4  Adult learning classes such as a foreign language, *flower arranging, *watercolour/oil painting etc.. 

554 4.4  Dances, *Table tennis, *Yoga. 

559 4.4  Keep fit or *Zumba 

560 4.4  Keep fit, yoga, *Zumba 

577 4.4  Badminton,* Keep fit, *Book club, *Preschool group. 

579 4.4  For young people e.g. our classes, more exercise classes. 

592 4.4  Pilates,* keep fit,*yoga. 

595 4.4  Quizzes and *keep fit classes (e.g. Pilates/Zumba). 

603 4.4  Yoga,*WI. 

605 4.4  Coffee mornings in the reading room. *Bingo for families in the holidays. 

611 4.4  Social events 

612 4.4  Activities that would create more community spirit. 

621 4.4  Cards, whist 

622 4.4  Euchre,* darts,*dancing, *boxing club 

623 4.4  Pilates, *bingo, *afternoon teas. 

637 4.4  Amateur dramatics, *annual village dinner. 

653 4.4  Community activities for elderly with little connections. *workshops *film showings *local charity fundraising *coffee mornings. 

399 4.4 Youth Club, *folk dancing, *walks / rambles 

398 4.4 Botanical 



396 4.4 Dances with live music 

393 4.4 One that runs in the evenings and weekends and that will attract younger people. 

367 4.4 Dancing classes , *exercise, *computer. 

361 4.4 Charity and *community events. 

313 4.4 Community led tea rooms,* toddler mornings, *quiz nights 

292 4.4 Fitness classes, *talks 

289 4.4 Any that are led by a local enthusiast 

278 4.4 Social afternoon tea,* games 

277 4.4 Social afternoons, tea, * game playing. 

274 4.4 Coffee / tea gatherings for elderly in parish.*I would value the hall more as an amenity if it was used more by the community.  

246 4.4 Yoga,*Pilates, *dancing classes 

233 4.4 Exercise classes  

225 4.4 U3A type activities, *regular quiz nights. 

217 4.4 Something in school holidays for local and visitors children 

216 4.4 Like in South Milton 

194 4.4 Keep fit, *Pilates,* yoga,* badminton? 

185 4.4 Table tennis, W.I., Book club. 

152 4.4 Exercise classes  

145 4.4 Craft work 

127 4.4 Cards, *History group, *PAYG internet access to the internet, *travelling hairdresser, *somewhere to go and sit.  

126 4.4 Craft fair 

120 4.4 Film society 

118 4.4 Cinema screening - film club 



105 4.4 Anything that involves the community 

102 4.4 Pilates, *evening classes 

101 4.4 Talks on local history 

100 4.4 Musical,* photographic, *local act. 

99 4.4 Local crafts, *safety at sea courses, *Winter evening activities.  

89 4.4 Those that suit all age groups 

86 4.4 Quizzes, Board games 

80 4.4 Social evenings 

79 4.4 Social evenings 

75 4.4 Keeping fit, *talks on a variety of subjects, *foreign language courses 

74 4.4 Dance classes, *reading groups.  

70 4.4 Occasional dances, ballroom + Latin, *keep fit classes, *Zumba. 

60 4.4 Dancing *keep fit *education classes 

58 4.4 Whist drives 

54 4.4 Keep fit classes, *Yoga, *Tai Chi, for example 

53 4.4 Exercise classes e.g. Yoga, Pilates  

46 4.4 Gentle keep fit  

43 4.4 Keep fit / exercise classes 

40 4.4 Youth activities 

39 4.4 Youth activities 

29 4.4 Sport, *music, *dancing 

28 4.4 Sport, *music,* dancing 

14 4.4 More for local residents 



13 4.4 Community events eg. Quizzes 

12 4.4 Clubs e.g. WI, sewing groups, ? Classes - e.g. Yoga.  

10 4.4 Pilates, *Zumba 

5 4.4 Some light exercise classes or general interest groups. 

4 4.4 Unfortunately no suggestions but if something was being held that appealed I would attend.  

3 4.4 Craft club 

678 4.4 Adult classes, *art , *dance etc. 

681 4.4 Recreational 

682 4.4 Tennis courts 

694 4.4 Music events, *shows, *weddings, *dances, *parties, *keep fit (BUT not the [number of] people living here to support it - so maybe could be marketed for 

 tourist / events like Cliff House.  

704 4.4 A variety of suggestions none of which relate to the Village Hall - see 9.3 

Are there any amenities that are missing from the parish?   

411 4.5  Fast broadband, *mobile reception, *better roads and regular ditch clearance to prevent flooding and more bridleways for horse riders 

413 4.5  Fast broadband, *better roads (no potholes) *clear ditches to take away floodwater 

496 4.5  Parking 

497 4.5  Parking 

499 4.5 Car park 

500 4.5 Facilities need upgrading. Some play/exercise areas? 

502 4.5  There is a need to occupy our visitors, apart from the beach, there's not much to do. *There is no parking in inner hope look into a temporary car park up  

  behind Pendley [?Penlea?], where are boats and pots are stored over the winter. 

503 4.5  Small little shops. *Toilets and litter bins in Inner hope. *Parking in Inner hope. 

506 4.5  Community bus for retired/non-drivers/children plus parents, shopping/days out. 



518 4.5  More parking 

524 4.5  Sports facilities 

535 4.5  Showers, kayak rack, 

536 4.5  Recreational/playing field/tennis courts? 

548 4.5  I feel Hope Cove could benefit greatly from better amenities on the beach, e.g. a small kayak/paddle hire business and or a stall selling beach toys etc.. 

554 4.5  Tennis courts. 

576 4.5  Children's play 

579 4.5  Parks. *Hire of canoes / paddle boards, *need new businesses to keep area vibrant. 

582 4.5  Children's specific play area similar to the one in Marlborough. 

585 4.5  A decent pub (rather than a further pub/harvester). *Recycling facilities. Other than this one of the best things about the place is it has all you need and  

  nothing you don't! 

595 4.5  kayak/boat hire for holidaymakers. 

605 4.5  Thatched building in centre does not enhance the village in the state it has been kept recently. 

611 4.5  Friendly village pub 

619 4.5  Bottle bank 

621 4.5  Tennis courts 

622 4.5  Deep water marina. *Create a new seawall from bolt tail with road access to the marina. 

637 4.5  Heavy seaweed should be removed using a tractor weekly during June, July, August from harbour beach and Mouthwell beach. 

641 4.5  Children's playground 

645 4.5  Air ambulance landing pad 

399 4.5 Youth club, mother / baby group, children's play area  

398 4.5 Rental of water sports equipment *dinghy racks on beach 

395 4.5 Children's playground (Hope Cove) 



393 4.5 Allotments – we are not able to access those in Malborough & having ones to walk to in Galmpton would be great. 

378 4.5 Not that I can think of for my family, though I appreciate the life guards being here nowadays. 

367 4.5 If more young families - child care. + play area. 

360 4.5 More telephone connectivity! Need a mast to be erected for each valley in the parish - or perhaps use of the church towers (South Huish +Galmpton) which 

might generate incomes for the upkeep of both. 

313 4.5 More regular public transport which visits all the local villages 

292 4.5 More buses 

289 4.5 None that could be reasonably be expected. 

286 4.5 Play activities / areas for children, *Safe pedestrian / cycling route between Galmpton & Hope Cove and between Galmpton and Malborough - ( same as the 

new path from Malborough to Salcombe - now used as a running track).  

274 4.5 Coffee mornings. 

246 4.5 We have not been living here for long so we don’t know about everything that is going on. Where can we find out about these things - A newsletter posted  

   through the door would help. 

233 4.5 Rubbish bins at Inner Hope slipway. *Dog pooh bin by the triangle. 

225 4.5 U3A interest groups. *Indoor swimming pool 

217 4.5 Better recycling - small bins wholly inadequate 

203 4.5 Play area for younger children (outdoor area) 

194 4.5 There is an active U3A group in Kingsbridge area, *the village hall and reading room could be suitable for some courses.  

185 4.5 Yes an appropriate place to collect and store parish records.  

127 4.5 Good mobile phone signal, *rubbish bins, *protect the bus service.  

120 4.5 Children's playground - useful when no beach. 

119 4.5 Residents only parking as parking is extremely difficult at times. 

118 4.5 Tennis courts, *Children's playground 



102 4.5 Shared swimming pool 

101 4.5 Bins for rubbish 

98 4.5 Good quality business accommodation and *fast internet 

89 4.5 Provision of a children's play area.  

74 4.5 A pub for locals, not a restaurant for visitors.  

38 4.5 More bus services 

19 4.5 The variety of food outlets is very limited (and except for the Cove) very expensive 

12 4.5 A decent pub 

10 4.5 A park 

3 4.5 Sheltered housing  

681 4.5 Need to better pub 

682 4.5 Another shop 

688 4.5 A shop in Inner Hope 

694 4.5 People. Toilets & parking on Inner Hope side - wasteland on front of coastguard and wash house. Good internet strength. 

702 4.5 Play area for children *enough parking in summer * local minibus for local residents like they have in Salcombe. 

704 4.5 Doctor's surgery 

Do you have any further comments regarding the parish amenities? 

429 4.6  I believe greater attention needs to be given to the quite appalling damage being done to the road banks and hedges by oversized farm machinery and  

  commercial traffic. Also the proper maintenance of road signage. 

502 4.6  A little pub has gone-not the slow food outlet for bottles. When Richard ?[ran] the pub it was a hive of local activity, with a euchre team, darts team and  

sporty. Locals could prop up the bar swapping stories about sport, politics and the dangerous liaisons of the local WI. Locals are effectively banned from 

their local pub. Shame on St Austell and a shame we've lost the beachcomber as a summer resource! 

506 4.6  Bike path / walking path like the Salcombe/Malborough villages have. 



535 4.6  The foot path from Hope Cove to Thurlestone is dangerous and the walk all around a field is ludicrous. 

554 4.6  Holy Trinity church is available to group activities that could be used much more widely. 

585 4.6  New Road should be residents permits for those of us who want and can't find parking in the summer months. Even if this is not enforced it will be a 

deterrent and help us no end. Meadow View has very restricted parking (for four cars) and seven vehicles-due to work commitments. 

586 4.6  No, I'm really happy with the amenities. 

637 4.6  Southwest water still need to ensure overflow does not go into Harbour Beach. 

646 4.6  Although not used often the amenities encourage a good sense of community. 

396 4.6 The parish has the right number of amenities so that Hope Cove retains the character of a quiet fishing village 

380 4.6 Much better footpath / coastal path signage giving background info, suggested *circular walks etc. hotels should be encouraged to 'put back' more into the 

 local community.  

360 4.6 Roads are in a poor state of repair with no obvious maintenance schedule applied to ensure the roads are kept at an acceptable standard over time.  

303 4.6 Varied and adequate for size of community. 

286 4.6 There is no local keep fit facility: we need sporting facilities. * The lanes / roads locally are inadequate for present volume of traffic let alone the increase in 

 traffic that further new building in the area will bring. The lanes are too narrow and pedestrians are at significant risk. *A branch GP surgery would be very 

 helpful. * A multi-facility shop in Galmpton / would be really useful. *I do not feel safe on the roads - no space for pedestrians, cyclists, and horses. 

274 4.6 Churches need to be more integrated in to the community.  

273 4.6 The village hall is under used. 

233 4.6 Dogs to be allowed off the lead on Harbour beach up to 9 am and after 6:30 pm in the summer; on a lead at other times. 

223 4.6 The shop part of the post office is a key amenity. 

185 4.6 Yes plan to enlarge to Reading Room so that parish records can be stored properly.  

126 4.6 More dog poo waste bins. 

118 4.6 An outreach or surgery drop-in service would be very welcome.  

89 4.6 The parish will never be a Blackpool and the character of the parish should not be destroyed 



79 4.6 Dog fouling continues to be a problem. 

74 4.6 The Hope & Anchor has killed all the local social and community atmosphere. It is now pack them in, feed them quickly and on to the next customer.  

71 4.6 Footpaths marred by dog fouling and roaming out of control. 

43 4.6 I think the amenities are sufficient & therefore keep village relatively quiet & unspoilt. 

13 4.6 better keeping of the footpaths, more thought to 'out of keeping' planning applications. 

12 4.6 Dog warden to ensure dog owners follow requested rules.  

682 4.6 We don't need phone boxes A decent postal service.  

693 4.6 Public toilets at Inner Hope. 

694 4.6 Village hall could be more attractive, *all churches need to think about what people need these days, *mobile library - more of a social space Apps / Kindle 

for emergencies, *Harbour must accommodate some working boats. *lifeboat - a social focus as important as a rescue facility. * Provision of new mixed  

housing / help to buy might bring in more people to live. *Hedge trees and shrubs - especially sycamore have overgrown. mixed dairy / sheep kept things in  

better order hedge wise. Lanes now encroached by mud and debris from flailing & landslides that is never removed.  

702 4.6 U3A advertises but has no functions / classes here for the people who don't drive.  

704 4.6 Put wifi in the Reading Room  

Do you have any further comments regarding education facilities serving our parish? 

414 5.2  More work spaces-library is too small. 

476 5.2  Lack of Spanish classes in evening 

502 5.2  Primary education, too many classes still span a two year age group. Secondary education, no doubt Kingsbridge is excellent for encouraging academic  

  Students, not so for vocational students who are bussed out of the area and drop out of education! 

506 5.2  Youth worker. Visible police/community liaison. 

545 5.2  Yes, no or little evening classes available, i.e. French even in Kingsbridge. More fitness  i.e. Zumba/Aerobics/circuits. Not much for the ken but green-I  

  joined badminton but was asked to leave as not good enough-too exclusive! Should be more choice. 

553 5.2  I think we are lucky to have two good schools within short distance with spaces and with a bus service provided for older children. 



554 5.2  Excellent secondary education provided in Kingsbridge. 

585 5.2  I am not as aware as I should be. 

605 5.2  Adult education is very good for the older population even interesting talks. 

396 5.2 Don’t need to know about these facilities at my stage of life 

278 5.2 U3A is good 

277 5.2 U3A is good 

183 5.2 The only category applicable to us is adult education and evening classes. 

151 5.2 If more housing is built for families Malborough School would not cope - it is full now. 

105 5.2 I think probably adequate but any personal experience is rather dated. 

75 5.2 At present for adult classes one has to travel to Kingsbridge, Totnes or even Plymouth 

46 5.2 We have good schools in Malborough and Kingsbridge 

19 5.2 If we had more real families the groups would form to serve them. 

13 5.2 They are adequate for current residents but would struggle to expand 

10 5.2 I feel that KCC is an excellent school, however I think that in the not too distant future it could become too big for the locality  

694 5.2 FE no longer provides all the hobby based courses it used to. As a course provider the pay and hassle is not worth my while providing a craft based course.  

A potter friend of mine says the same (Harbour House is better for arts). 

702 5.2 Not many programmes classes for local children in the summer while parents are working daily 

Do any of the following cause you direct concern within the parish? 

653 7.0  Dog fouling sometimes finds it by gallery. 

Do you have any further comments or concerns regarding public safety in the parish in general?   

449 7.2  Dog fouling-better disciplining of non-compliant owners *Better recycling provision 

497 7.2  Road 30 mph limit from Marlborough to hope Cove 

498 7.2  There is currently a problem with people using foot paths/rights-of-way, leaving gates open and allowing livestock to break out onto the roads. 



500 7.2 I think crime is low but some low-level antisocial behaviour occurs. Speeding is a real issue. Beach cleaning!! 

502 7.2  Serious speeding problem and speed limit overdue! *Strategic use of yellow lines is now essential! *Road parking is a problem even when car park is empty. 

 consider a virtual pavement from Weymouth park to the seawall! *No action on our flooding problem! 

503 7.2  Worried about potential flooding and sewage problems. *Also speed of traffic approaching the centre of Outer Hope. Virtual pavement would help. 

524 7.2  July/August-grassy verges need for police to patrol. 

528 7.2  Could be better recycling for glass. *Antisocial behaviour is being seen in Hope Cove more often, but we all attempt to stop this by appealing to the  

  perpetrators.  It is a UK wide problem. 

543 7.2  Speeding in the holiday season. 

545 7.2  Parking can be a serious issue-I am a doctor and have been blocked in by holiday owners. *I am shocked by how much rubbish is left on the beach by selfish  

  people in summer. Parking provision is inadequate in summer and yellow lines might help as there is dangerous parking up main road to Outer Hope (very 

 poor visibility there). This will cause accidents 

553 7.2  30MPH speed limit signs. *Better white lines and road markings. *More car park space needed for tourists. *Land adjacent to the stream that runs down  

  the valley should be carefully monitored as changes to it could seriously affect flooding potential. 

578 7.2  The anchor at a Mouthwell beach isn't needed and children could easily climb up it and fall. 

582 7.2  Yellow lines - meaning no parking on the 'New Road'-accident waiting to happen-also would obstruct emergency vehicles. 

585 7.2  Flood risk a big concern. *Traffic: summer only-one-way system?  *Recycling. *People driving too fast down to square. 

603 7.2  Dogs should be kept on leads. Dogs should not be allowed on any beaches because of the serious health issues. 

611 7.2  Speed bumps required 

612 7.2  Traffic is too fast in the village, need speed bumps in some places to slow traffic down. 

619 7.2  Bottle bank. *Public house ensuring areas around public footpath up to South Milton has napkins removed once a week. *Litter caused by local businesses  

  should be cleaned up by them. 

623 7.2  I have never seen any speed restriction signs on the lanes into the village and feel there should be. I would say 60% of traffic drives too fast for the road  

  conditions. 



637 7.2  Drains are not routinely cleared and lead to flooding.*Parking on the hope bypass road is getting worse and needs controls. Dangerous at times, especially 

 in August. 

640 7.2  Unhappy with the amount of traffic that comes to the seafront: lorries and vans especially during the morning as well as holidaymakers. 

396 7.2 Drivers drive far too fast and don't seem to consider that people have to walk in the lanes / roads as the lack of footpaths  

393 7.2 Litter / waste disposal - 2nd home owners have rubbish badly bagged up which ends up being attacked by gulls and spread around. *Traffic / speeding – 30 

mph through village not maintained. Pinch point signs would be useful - i.e. by the bypass - there are often jams here, traffic in high season. 

380 7.2 Higher profile of Neighbourhood Watch 

378 7.2 My only concern would be that if any large housing development sites were built, it may affect our safety, well actually all of the above (7.0). 

367 7.2 Open to theft as many elderly / vulnerable people. Prime target as considered "safe" neighbourhood. 

361 7.2 Hedge and bank maintenance. After a very wet winter earth banks + hedges are collapsing into the roads. *Also pot-holes are a problem. *Blocked drains  

  cause flooding + accumulation of mud + debris.  

360 7.2 The lack of mobile phone capability / coverage means the ability to alert when in difficulty or to report incidents is severely constrained.  

286 7.2 Increasing volume of cars and large vans + lorries on road. 

278 7.2 When holiday makers are here the lanes aren't safe - they are at full capacity out of season 

277 7.2 When holiday makers are here the lanes aren't safe - they are at full capacity out of season 

272 7.2 People in motorised vehicles tend to speed from Galmpton green to church 

233 7.2 Sewage on the beach due to system overload. 

215 7.2 Recycling of glass is needed 

194 7.2 Traffic management, speeding & parking provision is only applicable during Bank Holidays and the school summer holidays 

142 7.2 There should be no further residential development except one or two plots without improvement to road safety e.g. Widening road from main   

  Kingsbridge - Marlborough Road and provision of road side footways in villages. 

127 7.2 Ban those noisy sea cats. I won't go in the sea when they are racing around 

126 7.2 More speed signs 



120 7.2 Not enough litter bins especially Inner Hope. *Recycle facilities nearer than Malborough i.e. within hope Cove / Galmpton 

119 7.2 Residents only parking please 

118 7.2 Plane sightings - circling - quite regular and slightly disconcerting as they have no flight clearance.  

107 7.2 No bottle collection - policy on recycling of plastics is limited to bottles only. 

100 7.2 Comments about noise pollution relates entirely to the increasing use of jet-skis just outside the harbour 

86 7.2 Very safe + secure even in summer 

80 7.2 Dog fouling on public footpaths, Particularly between the pub and St. Clements is a problem 

74 7.2 Parking on the New Road makes driving difficult, especially with large lorries, school bus etc.  

72 7.2 Yes dogs. I come across dog mess every time I walk through Hope Cove. The footpaths are littered with it, plastic poo bags hang in the bushes and lurk in  

  the hedgerows . Health hazard particularly for children. Ugly addition to our area.   

53 7.2 Never see a policeman or police car patrolling 

46 7.2 Double yellow lines along New Road,*Road speed limit 

45 7.2 20 mph zone in village 

43 7.2 Concerns re: parking, speeding, litter, only arise during holiday season 

38 7.2 There should be a speed restriction on cars entering the village. There is no footpath on the main road in and Weymouth Park has children + animals. Some 

cars drive much too fast in these areas.  

29 7.2 30 mph from start of village 

28 7.2 30 mph from start of village 

19 7.2 Obviously at high season e.g. Hope cove Weekend - litter, *noise and *questionable behaviour increase temporarily. 

15 7.2 No waste recycling for trade properties 

13 7.2 Inappropriate parking around the triangle and New Road is incredibly dangerous, especially with the ridiculous speeds that people drive at around the 

 village.  

12 7.2 Would feel safer if there was a closer police force. 



5 7.2 Traffic along Burleigh Lane has increased considerably   

4 7.2 I believe more should be done to facilitate short term parking which would avoid congestion on New Road.  

3 7.2  With assisted bin service - they are not always emptied.  

682 7.2 More public footpaths off the main road? Would help pedestrian safety. 

683 7.2 Without lights it is unsafe to walk out at night *Parking on the village roads in the summer 

690 7.2 Dogs can be a nuisance on the beach as owners often let them off their leads despite signs to the contrary.* Glass recycling collection from houses would  

  be very useful, together with a wider range of plastic. 

694 7.2 On dog fouling - the plastic bag in the hedge menace. *On litter - there are not enough bins occasionally *On noise pollution - jet skis *On air pollution –  

  crop spray drift. *On flooding - Outer Hope - yes. *Very large vehicles unaware of how to use road & passing places. Speed makes walking and cycling  

  hazardous. New Road parking - dangerous - need extra parking in Rossiter 'marsh' field in dip.  

695 7.2 Our roads were not designed for large cars e.g. 4X4s They were made originally for horse and carts!! There is provision for more passing places needed.  

Do you have any further comments regarding the health infrastructure in our parish? 

405 8.3  luckily have not had need to use it often. 

413 8.3  Excellent 

421 8.3  In an emergency, fire engines/police/ambulances can be delayed by the minor roads within the parish. Important minor roads should be widened. 

429 8.3  I'm surprised that Kingsbridge has only one surgery (GP practice) and I am advised that South Huish residents have no other choice-Are we not able to use 

 Salcombe? 

449 8.3  Availability of service at South Hams (Kingsbridge) hospital. 

476 8.3  it would be a disaster to the local community is the South Hams Hospital closed. But it is likely that this will happen as other similar community hospitals are  

  being closed. 

484 8.3  To ensure that the hospital stays open in Kingsbridge 

485 8.3  Make sure South Hams Hospital never closes (i.e. is shut down) 

491 8.3  More local physio plus outpatients. 



492 8.3  We are very lucky 

500 8.3 Never really needed 8.1, 8.2. Access to major hospitals is an issue for older non-mobile people. 

502 8.3  Kings Bridge surgery is sometimes ageist and inpatient. Surgeries could be more supportive.  Derriford is a long way to go for a simple test. GPs and nurses  

  should appreciate that for elderly residents a visit to the surgery or Derriford can be a major expedition! Kingsbridge appointment system/Telephone  

  consultation just makes it easy for patients to be fobbed off! 

524 8.3  local hospital-probably not sufficient for elderly population-not enough facilities at Kingsbridge so most patients end up having to travel to  

  Plymouth's/Torquay. 

528 8.3  Not good enough-it will only get worse unless the central government/NHS realise the effect of their actions on communities. 

535 8.3  Better access for tourists to see Dr-always wait for at least an hour, even when given an appointment. 

536 8.3  Again, insufficient experience to pass judgement. Have used Salcombe surgery on occasion and it served our need well. 

539 8.3  Kingsbridge hospital should have out of hours. Should be able to bring local doctor's surgery. 

545 8.3  I do think medical centres dated and a little antiquated. More outline clinics, I've ophthalmologists/chiropodists outside hospital setting. 

553 8.3  In my experience I have never had to wait longer than a day for a doctor's appointment. When required I have received excellent care from both 

 Kingsbridge and ? hospitals. 

554 8.3  At present Kingsbridge surgery is good and usually one can get an appointment when required. 

576 8.3  Kingsbridge hospital should have A&E 

579 8.3  It's very hard to get carers in to the parish so elderly often have to go into retirement/care homes out of the parish.  No sure way to improve this as there is  

  a lack of carers anyway. 

585 8.3  Norton Brook surgery is very good. 

590 8.3  The doctor's surgery in Salcombe has always been very good when needed. 

603 8.3  Our local hospital in Kingsbridge should be open seven days a week especially for accident and emergency and minor injuries. It's over an hour's drive into  

  Plymouth and not everyone has a car. 

609 8.3  Accident and emergency in Plymouth, when are distant 



612 8.3  Salcombe surgery offers the highest standard in healthcare. 

622 8.3  Kingsbridge Hospital could be upgraded with better medical staff cover. 

637 8.3  A one or two days a week doctor's surgery as a branch of the Kingsbridge or Salcombe surgeries would you beneficial and I suspect highly used. 

396 8.3 Better emergency care 'out of office hours' Derriford is a long way to go when Kingsbridge is not open. 

393 8.3 KB hospital MIU (minor injuries unit)  is often closed / x-ray machine has been broken forever. Better hours for MIU during holiday periods for temp  

  residents / holiday makers – to  include weekends. My score for 8.0 [4] is related to this point and not related to medical centres in Salcombe and 

Kingsbridge. 

385 8.3 Hospital should be more available for other services i.e. X-ray not[??]… ?working? 

380 8.3 Does village have local defibrillator situated for emergencies? Better patient care scheme to help elderly / house bound access appointments etc. More 

 publicity of what is currently available i.e. is there a befriending service for ??[elderly]?  Also more use of healthy walks scheme in the area.  

378 8.3 Found South Hams hospital often "shut" to out patients which has been stressful at times.  

376 8.3 South Hams hospital should be available 24/7 

367 8.3 Need for more accessible hours for health centres and dentists. Hospital should be open more hours, especially  X-ray department.  

360 8.3 Access for Devon Air Ambulance is required. This needs nominated landing spots in the 3 main areas of the parish. It is not obvious if there are "first  

  responders" in the parish.  

303 8.3 Derriford attracts adverse publicity sometimes. I would not look forward to going there if ill.  

289 8.3 Our ageing population will need much more and soon, in all relevant areas.  

286 8.3 It would be great to have a branch GP surgery in Hope Cove or Malborough, or at least a district nurses clinic (which would be staffed part time). This could  

  be linked to the school in Malborough or any future development planned for Hope Cove. 

274 8.3 The first response service is excellent. 

273 8.3 The A&E service at South Hams hospital is very useful as one of the first responders. 

246 8.3 Quay physio is a fantastic local service 

233 8.3 More beds should be available at Kingsbridge hospital. 



183 8.3 The medical facilities in Kingsbridge are good, and only a short trip away.  

151 8.3 If new housing is built in volume I do not think the local doctor's surgeries will cope  [bearing in mind other major developments in adjoining parishes.  

127 8.3 Protect the small injuries unit. Allow Hope Cove residents to use either GP surgeries as it is difficult to get to Salcombe if you don't drive.  

121 8.3 Need A&E in Kingsbridge, Plymouth too far. 

118 8.3 Kingsbridge hospital is excellent for minor complaints but if they cannot treat the alternatives require very time consuming travel without assistance.  

105 8.3 It was very good in my parents time. 

99 8.3 South Hams hospital is very important with the main hospitals so far away. It is vital that it remains operational. SHDC could be better equipped (with  

  visiting consultants) to enable more services to be offered locally.  

89 8.3 Provided patient / doctor ratios are at a realistic level then care should be adequate. Out of hours service should be clearly and of good quality. 

74 8.3 Redfern Centre is excellent we have been patients for 30 years and always had wonderful care and attention. Salcombe dentist is also very good.  

54 8.3 It would be good to have an on-call doctor at the weekends. Perhaps based at South Hams Hospital as Totnes is the nearest. 

46 8.3 Satisfied 

13 8.3 Lead time for doctor appointments is too long 

12 8.3 There is no 24hrs A & E. Derriford or Torquay hospitals take most patients from here and this is a long way to go. 

10 8.3 I think that there should be more facilities available locally. My children have severe asthma & ???? So when I regularly need out of hours care travelling to  

  Totnes is not always an option as I have other children and my husband works away. I think as the community grows the services need to expand.   

5 8.3 Doctors surgeries are very good but a car is necessary to get to them. As I don't need them (yet!) I am unsure of any local caring services.   

4 8.3 I do have some health issues and receive excellent treatment from all of the facilities in the area.  

664 8.3 Ambulance service is non-existent 

678 8.3 I would like to see the SH hospital  provide more treatments *It is a very long way to Derriford. So Kingsbridge hospital would be nice if it would provide  

  more facilities.  

682 8.3 The two main surgeries will become more ?strained with increased population. The holiday periods (obviously in Salcombe) put the Redfern Health Centre  

  under too much pressure and Boots chemist in Salcombe is definitely under extreme pressure. 

683 8.3 Should use South Hams hospital more to save people having to travel to Plymouth 



694 8.3 Not sure whether health visiting & elderly care in community is sufficient. Hospital - far too much testing and basic treatment requires a Derriford visit  

  when it could be available in Kingsbridge, eg. X-rays, basic scans, cancer care.  

698 8.3 Concern that main facilities are only at Derriford Hospital - big problems for transport especially for the older generation. More facilities at Kingsbridge  

  hospital would be a big improvement.   

704 8.3 Kingsbridge should have an A&E dept. *Encourage complimentary health practitioners/ alternative therapists provision + exercise classes for the older  

  people e.g. Chi ?Kuag? For health 

Do you think the footpaths / bridleways are sufficiently well kept? 

393 9.2 Stiles replaced by gates OR stiles with dog gates. Repair footpath to South Huish from Galmpton - almost impassable at the bottom. 

Do you have any further comments regarding the open spaces within our parish? 

401 9.3  last summer a holiday home owner had to pay to cut down the grass along the footpath in Church Meadow otherwise it wouldn't have been done. 

405 9.3  With the current age of the local population there wouldn't be much call for extra sport facilities beyond badminton etc. in village hall.  It is important to  

  keep the footpath and bridleways in good order. 

411 9.3  Footpath's not well maintained.  More bridleways/green lanes needed for horse riders.  Why has a motorbike group managed to get up paths yet local  

  horse riders have no bridleways. 

412 9.3  The Ridgeway path often overgrown so we are unable to ride across what should be a lovely green Lane! *Not happy about the new motorbike path, it  

  doesn't work in our quiet community! Sustain the paths we have first! 

414 9.3  Footpaths from South Huish cross to Galmpton haven't been repaired after floods two years ago. 

452 9.3  Thurlestone to hope Cove coastal path needs improving. 

485 9.3  Keep them as they are 

491 9.3  Marlborough to Salcombe cycleway very Nettely 

498 9.3  The open spaces designated on the local plan should be maintained/protected from development 

500 9.3 Some footpaths need care particularly the Galmpton to ??? path and the brook crossing below bens close. A path from Gampton to Hope!! 

502 9.3  Footpaths in the immediate vicinity of the village could have a more durable, all weather surface! Most are not elderly friendly! The footpath between inner 



and outer hope is not wheelchair friendly with no warning sign of steps at one end! 

503 9.3  Open spaces are a big part of the beauty of this lovely place. Which is why people want to come here. New housing should be kept to the main areas such 

   as Malborough where there are facilities and transport for young families. 

506 9.3  On the footpath the stiles are too difficult for dog walkers and elderly to get over. If the access was easier it would get more people to use the paths instead  

  of the road/lanes. 

535 9.3  Youth sports. *Tourist exercise drop-in club/class. *Public table tennis/pool/darts etc. for youth. 

545 9.3  There isn't much 

548 9.3  Could consideration please be given to a children's playground in or near Hope Cove? 

553 9.3  A tennis court would be nice as would a Bowling Green. The kids playground is needed and perhaps an adult to keep fit area as on the continent. More 

water sports classes availability on the beach. 

582 9.3  I think that the volunteers to their best.  The highways part of the SHDC must do more. 

585 9.3  To be protected. 

603 9.3  It would be nice not to see litter and dog faeces when out walking. When [hedge?]  strimming takes place can the mess be cleared up afterwards please. 

605 9.3  The council needs to anticipate where the coast path is vulnerable and take action before it disappears. I appreciate this is a difficult and expensive task. 

609 9.3  Better maintenance of paths in winter, focus on dog access at stiles, some blocked for livestock could be adapted with dog gates. 

623 9.3  I wasn't aware we had any common open spaces within the parish. Tennis courts would be a nice idea? 

637 9.3  Litter is still a problem in the common areas are not tidied up or swept. Boats should not be allowed on the coastal path below the cottage hotel. They 

 should be in the car park or on the beach or elsewhere. 

641 9.3  A need for a children's playground 

642 9.3  More dog mess bins should be available. 

380 9.3 Local guide / map ???? - paid for by advertising. *Better signage.  

374 9.3 Footpath toward South Milton & beach house café very muddy and not really fit for walking on - could some hard-core be added to the surface. 

367 9.3 Encourage everyone to abide by countryside code, especially shutting gates and keeping dogs on leads - important when sheep are grazing.  



360 9.3 Within limited means foot paths are well maintained: further investment is required to make them more accessible to the less able / elderly.  

286 9.3 Good sport facilities in Malborough but it would be good to see similar sport facilities in Hope Cove if the plan is to encourage more families with young  

  children *We would like to have access to more footpaths in the local area as there is not much common recreation ground apart from the beach + coast.  

  Where are children to play?  

278 9.3 The Galmpton Green should be cut less often and not scalped so that wild flowers and insects multiply. 

277 9.3 The Galmpton Green should be cut less often and not scalped so that wild flowers and insects multiply. 

274 9.3 Malborough has the nearest playing fields. I would like to see a football, cricket pitch or playing fields in South Huish. Locals and holiday makers would  

  enjoy this facility.  

223 9.3 Footpath problems seem to have been down more to county council procedures and delays.  

213 9.3 The National Trust footpaths are well maintained but the county council could do better with their paths 

200 9.3 We do not need any new housing estates in Hope cove as it will spoil the valley 

142 9.3 Need to be kept clean and tidy and free from litter and dog waste. 

127 9.3 Keep them open and not built on. 

106 9.3 Vital to maintain the footpath between Outer Hope and Thurlestone 

105 9.3 Keep them  

99 9.3 There are good sports facilities in the vicinity. The largest sporting facilities we have are the sea + countryside (sailing, walking, running, swimming etc.) and  

  it is all free. 

89 9.3 The open spaces we already have. 

80 9.3 Dog fouling 

74 9.3 The area next to Spray Cottage looks very neglected.  

71 9.3 Dog control should be enforced.  

46 9.3 Please leave them natural open spaces 

19 9.3  [I would like to see a] Children's playground  



10 9.3 I'd like a park in Hope Cove for my children. Malborough is good but always very windy and cold.   

4 9.3 I am quiet neutral on these issues 

678 9.3 Open spaces are essential to the wellbeing of the population 

682 9.3 We need to monitor landslips - especially the cracks on Bolberry Down 

688 9.3 Don't fill it up with houses 

694 9.3 New housing estate could have a good play area with games space, climbing frames, etc. Businesses like E. Soar farm, boat storage / mending. ?Arts? To  

  encourage footpaths - limited available manpower. Farm hedges and roadside could be better maintained by landowners. 

704 9.3 Play ground  

Additional comments to ‘The Neighbourhood Plan proposes to follow the conservation principles of these three classifications 

[AONB (Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty), CPA (Coastal Preservation Area), SDHC (South Devon Heritage Coast) ].  

400 10.0 No more new buildings along the coastline. 

405 10.0 Most people who live here permanently have chosen the area for its peace and beauty. It is important to keep it that way. 

406 10.0 Always concerned that south-west coast path is fully appreciated the protected from all development 

413 10.0 Don't understand question 

485 10.0 Points to coastal path 

492 10.0 Salcombe harbour is becoming an eco-sport.  ?? Hope Cove 

494 10.0 I strongly agree in the principle however they seem to have been over written in the past by government directives. 

498 10.0 These principles should not be used to prevent local business starting up, expanding or improving. 

500 10.0 Every effort should be made to preserve and enhance these conservation principles. 

502 10.0 What is the point of an ANOB/preservation area if SHDC fails to acknowledge their existence! 

545 10.0 Some developments in Church Street seem very out of keeping with a AONB. This designation seems week and ineffective. We need small and adequate  

  homes for residents not large holiday homes.  Development seems very developer led and can be out of character and insensitive-changing landscapes plus 

 eroding the appeal of the area. 



548 10.0 Protection and preservation of our beautiful surroundings is vital to the continued popularity of Hope Cove and the rest of the parish. 

553 10.0 Parts of Hope Cove are an architectural nightmare. *Any new build should fit in with the criteria of the above i.e. tastefully designed and built. 

585 10.0 Clean Sea/beach. 

603 10.0 I would use public buses more often if they were available more often. 

609 10.0 Planning decisions should be consistent, logical and follow common sense to avoid erratic development and not be based on personal opinion/bias of one  

  officer. 

393 10.0 Turbines under these principles should not have been approved. Over-development of Cottage Hotel should not have been agreed under these principles.  

382 10.0 Conservation principles above did not stop construction of wind turbines at Burton Farm!!! 

367 10.0 Encourage renewable energy - solar on roof tops NOT on fields - to preserve area. 

360 10.0 This delivers the essential character of the parish upon which its viability depends.  

286 10.0 So in effect, new building work to be limited to reflect actual needs = affordable housing for younger families should be a priority. 

274 10.0 The Neighbourhood plan should take into consideration the improvement of roads, sewage system etc. when new housing is going to be built. Our current  

  roads and new age system cannot accommodate more traffic and population.  

217 10.0 The area benefits from the natural beauty of the environment - not the amenities - as the beach and paths are all that are needed to enjoy these. 

201 10.0 Strongly wish that above three are preserved - valley down to the sea picturesque. PLEASE DON'T BUILD AN ESTATE ON THE VALLEY DOWN TO THE SEA. 

185 10.0 The economy of the parish is highly dependent on maintaining these principles.  

183 10.0 Totally agree to conserving the beauty of the area, particularly AONB. 

156 10.0 This is what makes it special. Without it - it will lose its appeal. 

120 10.0 No building outside the building line 

118 10.0 If very strict guidelines abided by for minor improvements to listed buildings and those in conservation areas, then the same principles should be applied to  

  new developments which could ruin the environment even more so.  

99 10.0 These are at the heart of the parish and should take precedence over everything else.  

89 10.0 Protect what we have - natural relaxation of planning control will encourage developers to build where they should not.  



74 10.0 The anchor by Mouthwell beach is unsightly and spoils the area. We are not Disneyland.  

19 10.0 AONB is constantly cited as a reason NOT to build. Most of Hope Cove is built on former AONB land 

13 10.0 All planning must take this in to account.  

682 10.0 All the above; need to work closely with the community and now become 'obsessive' 

694 10.0 There is no such thing as 'wild' because man influences everything - so it is a management issue of a balance of work and natural beauty. Diversification of  

  habitat and available use is important to maintain range of species and possible land management skill, e.g. stone walls, hedge laying, coppicing, rare 

breeds, grazing cliffs, managing gorse / bracken - invasive sycamore.   

Are there any particular areas, animals or plants you value that need protection? 

602 10.2 I do not believe you would achieve this [protecting and regenerating items in 10.1]! 

400 10.2 All the above 

401 10.2 The lanes 

405 10.2 The beautiful wildflowers on the banks of the local lanes are being smothered with a vigorous invasive plant is called Alexanders. Currently there are less  

  primroses because of this and later on there will be less wild campions etc.. This plant needs to be checked. 

412 10.2 S. Milton Sands and its sandbanks 

413 10.2 Marsh areas. seabed 

452 10.2 Orchids-native, primroses, wild gladioli etc..  *Eradicate Japanese knot weed.  *Beaches re coastal erosion. 

476 10.2 Coast paths, cirl buntings, Swallows 

484 10.2 Coastal parts 

492 10.2 Very difficult to protect landscapes without trying to preserve the whole area in aspic.  The village must be able to move on appropriately. 

495 10.2 Not badgers 

498 10.2 The cliffs around Hope Cove and Thurlestone Sands need protecting from ribbon development of alien features such as Gambian walls. 

500 10.2 Bolt tail. Coast path. Indigenous plants and animals should be actively protect it. 

502 10.2 Local residents need protection! Water voles using the leat/stream and the occasional otter in outer hope! 



503 10.2 The Square at inner hope is being spoilt by antisocial double parking. 

518 10.2 Locals 

545 10.2 I am concerned about the state of hedgerows and Devon banks, most are heavily nitrogenated  ( over run by course plants) this is likely due to run off from  

  agriculture.  Manure residue i.e. affected directly by slurry run off from adjacent manures fields. 

579 10.2 Hedgehogs. Dolphins. Fish. 

582 10.2 Just all. 

585 10.2 The harbour, beaches and marine environment/ecosystem. 

586 10.2 All of them. 

605 10.2 The woodland on the side of the footpath rising out of Inner Hope needs thinning and new trees planted or else there will be nothing. 

629 10.2 The bees of the UK are, from reports, seriously under threat. Perhaps this fact could be considered by planting some suitable plants to assist the bees 

survival. 

637 10.2 Inner hope 

653 10.2 All of them all of them 

394 10.2 Need the skyline clear of further wind turbines and masts 

393 10.2 The skyline - no more wind turbines for example. Low skyline for new development on Bolberry. Mobile phone masts. 

380 10.2 More trees should be planted 

367 10.2 Large trees and wild areas - for wildlife + birds. 

352 10.2 All under threat from development or disturbance.  

313 10.2 Devon hedges and native trees 

303 10.2 Hedgerows, flora and fauna. Seal population. 

286 10.2 The coastal path, *Accepting the need to preserve as far as possible Devon Banks and hedgerows. *We feel there is a need to extend the Salcombe to  

  Malborough footpath down through Galmpton to Hope Cove to reach the coast.   

278 10.2 Village green and green lanes 

235 10.2 SW Coastal path 



201 10.2 Hedgerows. Areas between villages from ribbon development along the roads 

200 10.2 All of the hedgerows need protecting 

194 10.2 Our Devon banks complete with primroses and mature bluebells - also growing in the lawns of some local houses is the rare ‘Ladies Tresses’ a type of orchid  

(Spiranthes spiralis). There are other orchids and also squill growing along the Coast Path. On warm summer nights it is also possible to see the glow worms 

– another rare creature.  

185 10.2 English bluebells, primroses, snowdrops, violets, and other wild flowers.  

156 10.2 Seabirds and sea mammals.  

142 10.2 No housing estate (however small) type development should not be permitted. Owners of ? Houses ?horses to keep stables land etc. in neat and tidy  

  condition free from weeds and junk (jumps etc.).   

127 10.2 Since the national trust changed the area near the gate out from the square of thatched cottages in Inner Hope it causes rainwater to run down into the  

  square and twice in to my house. 

118 10.2 Not specifically but would actively support any projects 

108 10.2 All open spaces 

105 10.2 I wouldn't like to see any of the existing plants dying out 

101 10.2 Songbirds, hedgehogs 

99 10.2 Inner Hope - areas near the coastguard cottages / spray cottage/ Fishermen's reading room. These could be a natural garden with seating for all to enjoy.  

93 10.2 We don't like adders 

72 10.2 All areas, all wild animals and plants butterflies and birds. 

60 10.2 Hedgerow life, wild flowers, birds, skylarks, birds of prey, rock pool life 

38 10.2 The beaches - too many boats on Harbour beach all through the season - sometimes impossible to get on the beach. 

19 10.2 The beaches and coast path which is often a ?[shambles]  

13 10.2 The landscapes and views should be protected.  

12 10.2 The glow worms - loads 19 years ago NONE now. Automatic lights and solar lighting should all be banned in an area with no street lights.  

664 10.2 Tawny owls 



678 10.2 The area between Thornlea & Double gates should not be built on. In fact no green space should be built on.  

681 10.2 The removal of gorse should be stopped also trees. The National Trust is at great risk of destroying the ambience of the surrounding area and is having a 

detrimental? Effect on the bird population.  

688 10.2 Sea defences Harbour beach 

694 10.2 Streams - proper annual cleaning of streams & culverts - alleviates flood risk in both sides of the village. *Air - I keep bees. Crop spraying in earlier summer  

  comes down valleys from Malborough area.  

698 10.2 Just generally 

702 10.2 Badgers 

704 10.2 All of it! 

Please identify any buildings/monuments or archaeological sites (whether listed or not) which you consider should be 

preserved/protected. 

400 10.3 Wash house Inner Hope.  *South Huish ruined church 

412 10.3 Ruined church 

429 10.3 The Methodist and Anglican churches in Hope Cove. 

449 10.3 St Andrews Church South Huish  -Unreadable church at South Milton. 

476 10.3 Iron Age fort-bolt tail 

484 10.3 Fishermen’s reading room 

485 10.3 Fishermen’s reading room.  *Bolt Tail 

496 10.3 Churches and the *war memorial 

497 10.3 Churches *War memorial 

500 10.3 Lifeboat house. Coast Guard old laundry. Should be listed. St Clements. Holy Trinity. Methodist church. Bolt tail. 

501 10.3 Old wash house in inner hope 

502 10.3 Harbour breakwater in need of protection! Parts of the coastal Cliff within the village! There are no long-term plans to maintain any part of Hope Cove! It's  



  a shame the old lifeboat station remains unused! What St Austell have done to the beachcomber, a grade 2 listed building is a shame! 

503 10.3 The chapel at inner hope, also the old lifeboat station on the slipway. 

504 10.3 Are potholes a protected area. They seem to be. 

518 10.3 The harbour wall 

535 10.3 The beachcomber in Hope Cove should not have been granted change of use and should be kept as a restaurant/amenity, not a dwelling. 

543 10.3 lifeboat house, *Fishermen’s cellars. 

545 10.3 I would criticise National Trust management of South Milton ( only seem interested in the cafe) and the fort of Iron Ages at Bolt Tail (heavily over grazed 

 and foot trampled by people.) Little to describe, interpret or protect the sites. South Milton a revenue generator. 

548 10.3 St Clements church (Hope Cove). Thurlestone church. The old lifeboat station in Inner Hope. Inner Hope square (the Fishermen’s cottages). Hope Cove  

  reading room. 

553 10.3 The 'sheds' area at the top of the hill. Harbour and the seawall. The old lifeboat station. If it ever came up for sale every effort should be made to reverted  

  to its former purpose, allowing the current lifeboat/Coast Guard station to be developed into something else. 

554 10.3 Bolt Tail should be maintained as it is an Iron Age Fort Site. 

578 10.3 Reading room. Parish hall. Beachcomber. (No parking on frontage) 

582 10.3 The churches and the meeting room and the cottages. 

586 10.3 My house plus those in our terrace plus others at risk from flooding. 

600 10.3 The huge anchor which suddenly arrived looks completely out of place. 

605 10.3 The thatched building in the square at Hope Cove and also the old lifeboat station. 

622 10.3 Old lifeboat house 

623 10.3 The old lifeboat station and the reading room. Also all churches within the parish. 14.9 a Business Park within the parish would create opportunities and  

  employment. 

637 10.3 Bolt tail, and adjoining areas including the woods. 

396 10.3 Buildings of historical significance need to be protected including the churches and fishermen's Reading Room 



393 10.3 Red phone box in Galmpton - use for library / toy exchange. *The façade of the old barns just sold in lower village (Galmpton) next to elm Cottage.  

*St Clements, Inner *Hope square.* Reading Room Inner Hope.  

385 10.3 Church overlooking Hope cove.* Coastline. 

380 10.3 Village audit of all building should be updated (I am only aware of booklet listing all residential property in Galmpton - now out of date). 

367 10.3 Churches - all, wash house (inner Hope Cove), sea wall / harbour. 

361 10.3 Old lifeboat station in hope cove. South Huish church ruins. 

360 10.3 There is a need to gravitate towards an architectural style that ensures all future development is in keeping with the ??? style of this part of the South 

     Devon coast. It is key to sustain the beauty of the parish to ensure profitability of the local tourist industry (the principal employer).   

303 10.3 Bolt Tail fortification. *Inner Hope old lifeboat station. 

297 10.3 [life] Boat house Inner Hope  

278 10.3 Coast guard wash house, *Reading room,* churches, *Inner hope Sq. *Burleigh Dolts - ancient monument, *Pilchard cellar, *old Lifeboat house. 

277 10.3 Coast guard wash house, *Reading room, *churches, *Burleigh Dolts, *Fort on Bolt Tail, *Pilchard cellar, *old lifeboat house, Inner Hope sq.  

274 10.3 Reading Room, *St. Clement’s. *Holy Trinity Church, *Outer Hope sea wall and square. 

235 10.3 Bolt Tail fort, *Reading Room, *Churches & chapels, *Sea walls 

233 10.3 St Clements church, *Fishermen’s reading room 

217 10.3 The sea wall at Hope beach is a real asset to making that beach usable - it does need public investment. 

216 10.3 Fort on Bolt Tail, *St. Clement’s, *Cottages in the square.  

213 10.3 All thatched cottages in the community 

194 10.3 the old coast guard station - *The reading room, *The whole of Inner Hope square.  

185 10.3 Burleigh Dolts, *Bolt Tail fort 

183 10.3 Old lifeboat station, *Church, *Fishermen's Reading room. 

156 10.3 Cottage hotel -* all the thatched cottages. 

151 10.3 Fishermen's reading room 



142 10.3 Churches, *Old Lifeboat house, *The square, *Reading Room, *Thatched shop [beachcomber?] (formerly shop) in Outer Hope [now a holiday cottage close 

       to Mouthwell beach. 

127 10.3 The Iron Age fort at Bolt Tail. *What was the dune system opposite Thurlestone rock. 

126 10.3 Breakwater needs repair and maintenance 

119 10.3 The old lifeboat house, *The  Fishermen’s Reading Room 

118 10.3 Thatched dwellings - Inner Hope, These are well looked after but areas around should be kept pretty / protected from flooding etc. *Green spaces should  

  not be over developed and if they cannot be proven to be a benefit to local community then (as previous projects demonstrate) they should not be built. –  

  *Churches, Holy Trinity, St. Clements , Methodist chapel, *NT footpaths.  

108 10.3 The Wash House. *The Fishermen's reading room. *The old lifeboat building, *the thatched cottages at Inner Hope 

105 10.3 Lifeboat house, *Coastguard wash house, *thatch on cottages where applicable 

103 10.3 Old lifeboat station. *Inner Hope square, *coastguard cottages + wash house.  

102 10.3 Bolt Tail 

101 10.3 Lifeboat house 

100 10.3 Old lifeboat house, *Inner Hope thatched cottages, *all churches, *Triangulation point Bolt Tail 

89 10.3 Any which form part of the character of the parish. 

80 10.3 St Clements, *Fishermen’s Reading room.  

78 10.3 The fort on Bolt Tail 

72 10.3 Inner Hope and *archaeological sites - Bolt Tail. 

71 10.3 Inner Hope village, *Outer Hope village centre, *all archaeological sites.   

60 10.3 Fishermen's reading room, *chapel, *churches, *thatched buildings of Inner Hope 

52 10.3 Old lifeboat house 

45 10.3 Remove the unsightly anchor from above Mouthwell Beach - isn’t planning permission required for street furniture?   

13 10.3 The beachcomber building 



5 10.3 Reading room,*Lifeboat house, *Inner Hope Cottages 

3 10.3 S. Huish churches 

664 10.3 Old lifeboat station *St Clement's church *The houses / cottages in the square of Inner Hope 

678 10.3 Reading room *Old lifeboat house *Methodist church (Inner Hope) *Wash house behind Spray cottage.  

681 10.3 St. Clements Church 

694 10.3 There are some buildings of local interest and therefore worth preserving for our sakes. BUT they are not of any particular unique, characteristic or  

  nationally important vernacular? Eg. The thatched houses are very ordinary only their clustering in the square gives them character. The lifeboat house is  

  not architecturally interesting but is a feature - so worth preserving. All our housing (including my own) is very ordinary representing different eras of  

  housebuilding rather than a local style - so upgrading is better than decay. The churches are interesting but not exceptional. ???? now used so much better  

  THEREFORE - make the best of what we have to enhance our beautiful landscape rather than get too precious. use it or lose it/   

695 10.3 Old thatched cottages 

698 10.3 General safeguard of older character village properties - not demolition for new build.  

702 10.3 Bolt tail *coastal pathways *St Clement’s church *public toilets open 365 days a year *the green in Galmpton. *more bridal ways for horses and the  

      disabled with buggys to stay safe.  

704 10.3 The Harbour boathouse  

Please comment on the convenience, suitability and quality of the available public transport. 

401 11.0 The Thurlestone/Hope Cove service seems to be little used. 

429 11.0 I'm generally pretty impressed. 

449 11.0 Public lose provision for 

476 11.0 We would like a school bus service down Burleigh Lane 

484 11.0 Train service from Totnes 

485 11.0 Train service very good 

492 11.0 I previously used Plymouth airport. Would like to see that reopen. 



500 11.0 Bus service must be preserved and hopefully more frequent. 

502 11.0 Be honest, hope cove is too small to commercially support a regular bus service without a subsidy-think again 

506 11.0 No bus back at night for those who go to the cinema, restaurants, clubs in Kingsbridge. 

535 11.0 Buses need to be more frequent to Kingsbridge, Salcombe and Totnes from Hope Cove 

545 11.0 I see empty buses running all the time. People say they want them but don't use them. State of roads are shocking in places, potholes etc.. 

553 11.0 For a rural area we are lucky to have three in and three out a day. Some areas have none. 

585 11.0 Not enough buses in summer/ever really. Weekend at least. 

593 11.0 A bus from Hope Cove to Salcombe would be good for walkers and tourists. 

595 11.0 I drive, but think the buses are essential for those in rural areas who can't drive. 13.1 I think money could be put to better use. There is plenty of  

  information on the Internet. 

609 11.0 Too infrequent to represent an attractive alternative to the car. 

622 11.0 Bus service is very poor. 

637 11.0 There is no bus to Salcombe. 

646 11.0 L evening buses from Kingsbridge a few times a week would be good. 

653 11.0 Public bus service could be more frequent during the summer 

399 11.0 More bus services 

380 11.0 Local bus service should be revamped - smaller minibus - demand responsive - connect with other bus services / rail etc. - Could also deliver for local  

shops - thinking out of the box!! 

367 11.0 Train excellent transport to other areas. More parking would be helpful. 

360 11.0 Public transport is extremely limited - such minimal service results in growth in private transport and thus reduced need for public transport.  

294 11.0 It would be good if buses from Totnes to Kingsbridge ran in conjunction with train times 

289 11.0 All that can be reasonably be expected.  

286 11.0 We might find using the bus convenient if they were more frequent. 



273 11.0 The nearest train is at Totnes 

263 11.0 Dreadful bus service to Kingsbridge 40 minutes unbelievable!! 

225 11.0 Bus service is limited - it would be great if you could get to Exeter easily. 

217 11.0 Would use bus service to Salcombe if ore frequent. 

215 11.0 Good to keep occasional bus services for people who cannot drive, especially the retired 

185 11.0 A bus service for carless residents is essential. Alternatively residents should do more to offer lifts instead of driving by. 

183 11.0 Level of public transport is appropriate for size of population. We hope ???? Buses for walks??. 

164 11.0 2015 poor transport web sites regards times of transport. [advertising time tables inadequate].  

153 11.0 There are not enough busses. Very poor facility in Hope Cove. 

151 11.0 Bus service must be ????? As population grows older they will rely on public transport 

142 11.0 Never at times required 

127 11.0 There are three busses a day from Hope Cove to Kingsbridge. These should NEVER be reduced. They are NEEDED they are not a luxury.  

121 11.0 Poor public transport but as a car user not important to me but maybe to others. 

101 11.0 11 Not enough busses from Hope Cove to Kingsbridge and back in summer. 

100 11.0 Could do with more taxis 

93 11.0 Public transport is OK but more frequent service between Hope - Salcombe - Kingsbridge would be good.  

89 11.0 Public transport is important particularly for the more elderly or those with disabilities.  

86 11.0 Reasonable 

79 11.0 Very poor 

78 11.0 Bus service not frequent enough 

74 11.0 There is no bus to Plymouth on Sunday 

43 11.0 If there were more busses at convenient times I would use them instead of the car.  

42 11.0 If more frequent would use more often 



41 11.0 If public buses more frequent would use more often 

38 11.0 More frequent bus service to Kingsbridge needed. 

29 11.0 Poor public transport but as a car user not important to me but maybe to others. 

28 11.0 Poor public transport but as a car user not important to me but maybe to others. 

19 11.0 Folk can't have it both ways - open space and tranquillity means limited bus timetables. 

14 11.0 Buses should run more often 

13 11.0 Do not remove one of the buses from the village 

11 11.0 I never use buses because they are too rare so cannot be relied upon for return journeys. A major concern for my younger boys as they grow up. 

10 11.0 Buses don't operate enough but my son often uses the last bus back to Hope Cove from Kingsbridge.  

5 11.0 Taxis - expensive, bus infrequent 

4 11.0 Public transport is exceptionally poor from hope Cove. There are few buses and taxi fares are extortionate. We use trains from Totnes to Exeter & London  

664 11.0 Public transport is very poor for commuters coming into the village i.e. workers 

681 11.0 Not the best person to ask 

683 11.0 To far to walk for a bus 

694 11.0 Lack of frequency means buses are not an option - not enough population to warrant - therefore - vicious circle.  

702 11.0 Not enough for people who live in Kingsbridge & work here to get to work and home daily.  

704 11.0 Frequency of buses needs to be improved a lot!  

Please comment on any transport issues or improvements you would like considered in the neighbourhood plan 

500 11.3 Cars need to proceed much more slowly. Irresponsible parking should be clamped down on. 

400 11.3 Limit size of vehicles except for agricultural. 

405 11.3 The beach road at Thurlestone Sands needs constant attention. 

406 11.3 Concern the minor roads will be allowed to deteriorate. 

421 11.3 Our local economy relies on holiday makers and local businesses. Both should be encouraged and assisted-road widening, affordable housing for local  



  working people, allow more caravan/tent sites in unobtrusive locations etc.. 

449 11.3 Potholes need sorting on the road between Court Barton and main road to Kingsbridge near sawmill 

476 11.3 Bus service down Burley Lane 

496 11.3 Traffic speed in the village 

497 11.3 Traffic speed restriction Malborough to Hope Cove. 

501 11.3 Control parking on Hope bypass 

502 11.3 Rethink the layout of Mouthwell carpark.  *look at parking on the derelict land opposite the Striblings.  *temporary parking behind Penlea!  *more passing  

   places on the main road! *I'm told the Coleridge bus would consider a weekly service to Kingsbridge if the village could provide a volunteer driver. *Look at  

  a car sharing point at the bottom of Weymouth park, it may encourage more cars to stop and share their journey. 

506 11.3 Need additional parking lot in summer Nike E tears for Hope Cove weekend. 

511 11.3 Potholes (in Burley Lane) need repair 

518 11.3 Another car park. No parking on both sides of the road on New Road.  

524 11.3 To stop the parking on Hope Cove bypass - dangerous!-Open up Rossiter’s field in August so roads not blocked with traffic. 

528 11.3 We should be careful not to increase parking for Hope Cove beaches as at certain holiday times the village will become too crowded. The car park should be  

  retained at all costs. 

545 11.3 Waste of money running shockingly empty buses. 

553 11.3 More public parking. Also, I get slightly fed up of parishioners whining that the summer traffic makes driving a nightmare. No it doesn't! It is far less  

  congested than most towns or cities and if a journey takes a few extra minutes because somebody can't find reverse gear so what! I get as many delays  

  when behind an agricultural vehicle, but except that as part parcel of living here. 

554 11.3 'SLOW' signs on the roads and rumble strips are long overdue for repairing. 

576 11.3 Hope Cove should stop cars going all the way down to the village and move the car park to the top of the hill and stop cars parking on the road. 

578 11.3 Better presentation/signage to stop heavy vehicles using Burley Lane. No more houses and increased traffic from new/more vehicles. 

579 11.3 More buses as young people need to be attracted in. 



585 11.3 Road improvement, surfacing, car takes a real battering (hundred mile commute each day to Exeter). Summer one-way system, Kingsbridge to Hope to  

  Marlborough to Kingsbridge. 

586 11.3 in the summer new road is too busy for me to park meaning I often have to search around. My husband and I need two cars as I work in Plymouth and he in  

  Exeter. It would be great if parking on new Road was protected for residents. 

590 11.3 Devon as a county as a traffic/parking problem. We come here for all its other attributes! 

605 11.3 The lanes on there that is the beauty of it. 

611 11.3 Traffic too fast in village. 30 MPH is too fast. 

612 11.3 Services very poor 

629 11.3 The local bus visiting Hope seems to me to arrive and depart at suitable times to suit public throughout the day. 

646 11.3 Potholes repaired 

653 11.3 Parking for local businesses should be considered whether parking permits are given or specific parking allocations 

399 11.3 More bus services from village to Kingsbridge  

396 11.3 Currently no issue with beach parking. Potholes largest issue with road conditions. Congestion a problem in summer months - people do not know how to  

  drive through lanes or use passing places. 

393 11.3 Burleigh Lane needs proper height / weight restrictions as more large vehicles are using it as a cut through - this is causing traffic jams, road surface damage 

 and is dangerous to Burleigh Cottage. 

385 11.3 Lower parking charges especially out of season + overnight 

380 11.3 Access to villages very poor - better passing places - longer term road upgrades + maintenance. Farmers to take on more responsibility for upkeep 

378 11.3 Traffic can be bad e.g. Burleigh Lane, but we live in a beautiful tourist area, and must have tolerance and patience, as this is what "supports" the local  

  community.  

367 11.3 Suggest minibus used instead of bus - possible cheaper option.  

360 11.3 Routine management of the roads - planned not sporadic maintenance. Car parks in public ownership.  

297 11.3 Holiday let parking issues cause problems. Planners must insist on off road parking.  



294 11.3 Potholes filled in please! 

286 11.3 Have already mentioned danger to pedestrians and cyclists on narrow lanes because of volume of traffic, large vehicles, travelling too fast. Gridlock  

  sometimes in summer would be helped by more passing places. More footpaths for pedestrians for safety.   

277 11.3 If Mr Rossiter could let the council make a parking lane available in the verge on New Road to get cars off the banks and make the road clear for emergency  

  vehicles.   

274 11.3 To date no improvement of the road systems has taken place where there have been housing developments. If the area becomes congested with traffic it 

will drive away tourists.  

263 11.3 Would suggest notices: stating that if vehicles are not prepared to reverse in narrow lanes, do not use them!! (Summer only) 

246 11.3 Parking at the beach is expensive for those who live locally to go for a quick walk. 

233 11.3 Stop HGV's coming down Burleigh Lane 

185 11.3 See 11.0 above. Local residents should be encouraged to use the bus service more, otherwise it will be lost. Cars to be left at home more.  

142 11.3 Parking in the square so that access to houses is not blocked or restricted. Residents in square on left of square should park in front of own properties and 

 not in front of properties on right of square which should be 'no parking'.  

127 11.3 Somehow limit holiday makers to one car per holiday home.  

126 11.3 Better policing of parking restrictions 

119 11.3 More residents only parking 

118 11.3 This is an issue during summer and holiday periods.  

101 11.3 I can't stand all the 4X4s blocking the Devonshire lanes they are usually driven by ?? Holiday makers 

100 11.3 At bank holidays roads can be congested and parking can be a problem 

99 11.3 The nature of small villages and narrow roads/lanes means you can't improve transport/parking issues without a detrimental effect on the very things you  

  wish to preserve (i.e. AONB CPA SDHC?) cars come second 

89 11.3 Maintenance of public roads and retention of public bus services 

77 11.3 Traffic congestion - summer time - lorries too big for roads - boat trailers / inexperienced drivers. 



74 11.3 Yellow lines on New Road 

46 11.3 20mph speed limit, yellow lines down New road, Parking across pavement 

45 11.3 Double yellow lines on New Road 

43 11.3 Although there is a need for more parking I wouldn't like to see large car parks installed. Problem getting the right balance.  

30 11.3 Should be more car parking space and less use of the New Road. Especially in the summer.  

29 11.3 Road needs repairing in many places 

28 11.3 Road needs repairing in many places 

19 11.3 Ban large lorries from Hope Cove Village entirely 

13 11.3 Double yellow lines to prevent stupid parking. 

12 11.3 Buses at convenient times and more frequent.  

11 11.3 Public transport could be improved (more regularity and smaller buses) this could greatly encourage younger families to live here and be one step to breath  

  life into Hope cove which in turn would help local business prosper.  

5 11.3 Traffic in Burleigh Lane, large trucks need to be restricted.  

664 11.3 More buses to bring workers in to the village 

679 11.3 Restriction of parking along the Hew Road 

681 11.3 Ridiculous parking by visitors - we should shoot a few as a lesson to the rest. 

682 11.3 More public footpaths for walkers. *road widening *better signage 

683 11.3 Old people's transport 

684 11.3 Parking and traffic congestion - the problem area for both of the issues are the New Road, the parking from the 'T' junction especially is dangerous and right  

  up the road until past the Cottage Hotel, when cars park on the corners you cannot see traffic coming the other way. The condition of the road surface 

 between Galmpton church and Outer Hope is bad. 

688 11.3 Fix potholes on roads, control parking on road sides (New Road) 

694 11.3 Road condition much poorer in the last 5 years - potholes everywhere, bank and hedge debris needs clearing signage - filthy dirty - Devon needs an annual  



  wash programme to get mould off signs.  

695 11.3 More passing places and laybys 

702 11.3 Several local drivers for taking people to a doctor / dentist appt. shopping or hospital - maybe driving our village's own minibus like Salcombe has 

704 11.3 More busses  

I think the PLAN should encourage the conservation of energy? 

494 12.1 In principle yes-would need more information about proposals. 

277 12.1 NB blue flashing outside hotel.  

Do you wish to add any further comments regarding any questions on communications: 

492 13.1 Skip 3G, we need 4G 

100 13.1 This should be via email 

69 13.1 Mobile phone coverage non-existent in several areas including my house. This needs to change.  

406 13.1 Ambivalent. 

429 13.1 Yes, absolutely, an excellent idea. I'm quite shocked by the level of housing which is not permanently lived in, which must present a headache for the Parish  

  Council in terms of involvement and communication. You do a good job-thank you. 

449 13.1 Lobby for better mobile and broadband connection. (Particularly mobile coverage). 

485 13.1 Any new masts should be sited carefully 

491 13.1 Faster broadband in Galmpton Cross 

498 13.1 But who would fund it? 

500 13.1 More noticeboards on Telegraph poles. Must keep public phone boxes! 

502 13.1 Personally I'm very happy with the no mobile phone coverage and I don't want a great big aerial in the village! Village telephone directory and/or a list of  

  email addresses as in Marlborough 

524 13.1 Telephone lines-often poor quality-affected by poor weather. 

528 13.1 The recent BT upgrades has made a huge difference to broadband. 



545 13.1 I am fairly new to the parish and a kindly person has delivered the parish magazine (a great source of info-thank you). 

579 13.1 Wasting money on a pack-can get information from parish magazine, post office, pub etc. 

582 13.1 The need for mobile phone coverage to be improved is in this day and age very important for local people as well as the visitors. 

585 13.1 I hadn't realised there was a website-maybe some more public notices showing this? Facebook page? 

605 13.1 Please please better mobile coverage. 

622 13.1 In this day and age the inability to receive mobile signal is unacceptable. 

393 13.1 Not interested in mobile signal at home. No phone masts 

382 13.1 BT landline constantly failing. Mobile phone coverage in Galmpton non-existent 

380 13.1 Upgrade parish newsletter / website - maybe involve some younger residents / students. 

360 13.1 Mobile coverage is essential! 

308 13.1 Have been waiting for three months for a landline connection. Shortage of BT points coming in to village at hub.  

295 13.1 We really need a mobile phone in this area.  

294 13.1 Personally a mobile signal where I live would be MOST useful.  

289 13.1 Not at a cost to the parish. 

278 13.1 Internet speed till very slow. 

277 13.1 I think no mobile signal is good stops young people always being on their phones. 

263 13.1 Communications were available 3 - 4 months after moving in. It was an extremely stressful time having no landline, internet or mobile phone service - still  

  no mobile service - a shocking state of affairs in this day and age! 

201 13.1 Wish we received the parish newsletter, would like to feel more included and have the option to come and join an activity. 

194 13.1 A welcome pack is provided via the churches in the Benefice of Salcombe & Malborough with South Huish - problem with knowing when someone 'new'  

  arrives in the parish.  

183 13.1 A parish newsletter through doors would reach all including holiday visitors.  

126 13.1 Challenge CDS? On money wasted so far and ask about fibre to the premises (not just the fibre to the cabinet we have now 



119 13.1 There is no mobile reception: would be good if this could be improved. 

108 13.1 A welcome pack should be available online. NOT printed paper.  

80 13.1 When we arrived in we attended a newcomer's welcome evening which introduced us to many existing residents and helped us feel part of the community.  

13 13.1 Mobile coverage is poor to non existent but this is seen as a benefit to the tranquillity of the village.  

12 13.1 Although the communications could be upgraded - the technological absence is very good for peace and quiet.  

10 13.1 The magazine does a good job of that.  

690 13.1 Anything that can be done to encourage the provision of mobile phone coverage in Hope Cove would be most welcome. 

694 13.1 South Hams directory and gazette adequate but not always available. Tourist info and Town Council / Library easy to access in Kingsbridge. BUT 2  

  noticeboards - one in each village for local events & services would be useful (weatherproof). 

704 13.1 Free Wi-Fi  

Should any [other] business activities be encouraged in and around the parish? 

420 14.0 Yes… But-only small scale development not inappropriately scaled expansion. Business grows should be encouraged but be sustainable with minimal 

impact. 

429 14.0 I find this section difficult. I do not accept that there has to be a constant need for economic growth. 

498 14.0 Parking and storage yes 

524 14.0 Need economic activity to provide more employment and attract younger population. 

593 14.0 Small independent retailers 

289 14 But not at a cost to the parish 

19 14 Expand post office to sell household items. 

12 14 The infrastructure would have to be improved first. 

694 14 Small industrial units - like Churchstow - however in parish roads & communication mean it is not practical.  

I support the expansion of current businesses to maintain economic growth within the parish: 

405 14.1 Depends what effect on the neighbourhood has of expansion. 



503 14.1 Depends on which ones and how. *Pub already too big. 

579 14.1 Depends on which business. 

I am in favour of the diversification of farms and farmland within the parish: 

535 14.2 For example shooting and quad biking depending on how it will affect the community. 

I am in favour of encouraging more tourists to visit our parish: 

502 14.6 hope cove is a small community with limited space and beach area-keep the numbers down but drive our visitors up market 

What, if any, changes would you like to see regarding employment strategies/policies in the parish? 

405 14.9 The parish is basically a beautiful quiet community.  To encourage businesses to set up would ruin its character. 

406 14.9 Employment land should not be in our parish. Development should be in the Kingsbridge area. 

420 14.9 I'm in favour of appropriate diversification of farms where impacts on the landscape/amenity are not significant. However large-scale agricultural  

  diversification schemes can cause disproportionate impact on environment/landscape and tourism. Re use of traditional buildings is okay but large  

  individual sheds and HGV traffic is not. 

421 14.9 All changes must consider the local location/traffic disruption/existing services before decisions are taken. The Parish Council as a vital role to play in this. 

449 14.9 Encouragement of business but not at the cost of AONB status. 

491 14.9 Affordable housing for workers 

494 14.9 Questions are so broad-if you mean substantial additional buildings in order to diversify then strongly disagree. Don't believe that you can maintain the  

  AONB and coastal protection zones if with substantial expansion. 

495 14.9 Diversification of farmland to still be used and not just for solar farms but other arable products. 

498 14.9 A policy that encouraged sustainable new businesses and the continuation/expansion as existing businesses, particularly which offer local employment and  

  utilise sustainable energy but not the large-scale developments of wind turbines and solar panels. 

500 14.9 Small business units that reflects the character of the community. All should be at an appropriate scale, and promoted to enhance the parish rather than  

  dominate it. 

502 14.9 Agricultural diversification yes! But within the boundaries of farming-no caravans, yurts, solar farms, windfarms, play pigeon murder, no milk your own cow  



  and definitely no sheep shagging! 

503 14.9 More small shops encouraged. 

518 14.9 More locals that live in the parish all year. 

524 14.9 More affordable housing for South Hams residents.. Permanent residents not second homes! 

535 14.9 Need to bring in younger people. 

545 14.9 Support for existing employers and opportunities to expand. Maybe change of use of buildings?  I could work from home if broadband and mobile signals  

  were better-this is very frustrating. 

554 14.9 Encouragement for small businesses or local enterprise, especially in the summer season when the village population swells so rapidly. 

579 14.9 There are lots of sites that have been used for businesses in the past - regenerate these e.g. garages, 'spray cottage', lifeboat station. 

585 14.9 Encouragement of businesses other than hospitality. Small business incubators/opportunities. 

603 14.9 I don't believe Hope Cove has room for further businesses here. I don't know about the other villages close by. 

605 14.9 Working from home encouraged. If you make the area to industrial it will lose its charm which is how it sells itself to the tourists. 

622 14.9 Business park. 

637 14.9 Opportunities for local school leavers. 

645 14.9 If there is to be any new housing built it should be strictly for those who will permanently reside in the parish and if this can be linked with employment in  

  the parish so much the better.  There should be no further holiday home development! 

398 14.9 Any business development should be suitable for a tourist area - e.g. field study centre, arts & crafts workshops.  

396 14.9 No changes. New employment should be based in larger settlements like Kingsbridge 

394 14.9 Re the above questions - difficult to answer without knowing what diversification is proposed 

393 14.9  [14.0] - No further over-development of local hotels out of scale with surrounding village. [14.1] - too simplistic i.e. Lidstones needs to expand but its lorries  

  are now too big for the lanes it needs more land to expand its business. [14.2, 14.3] too simplistic.14.2 B&B, small business in unused buildings - yes – solar 

 farms - no. [14.5] - If there is a demand. [14.8] What would this 'site' be? Shops, Ind. units, etc.  

380 14.9 List local contractors / builders etc. Encourage more local enterprise. Better retail outlets - investment required by the retailers in new displays etc. 



378 14.9 Is a fine line between encouraging employment but trying to leave it [the area] as a beautiful peaceful haven. To me, Salcombe is a nightmare in summer.  

  Thousands of people & noise; it would be unforgiveable to turn Hope Cove into that!   

360 14.9 Emphasis on tourism sector. Housing to support employees in the tourist industry. Limitation of the percentage of 2nd homes. Constraints imposed on  

  change of use planning consents - e.g. converting businesses to second homes.  

303 14.9 Changes should avoid a major change in the character and composition of the community - e.g. NO business park. 

286 14.9 Apart from farming the area is mainly suited to tourism, associated industries. Many retired people live here who increasingly may require care. But parking  

  and access on unsuitable roads create a problem in the tourist season when traffic density is high . Encouraging small businesses, especially people working  

  from home is to be encouraged, but I would not like to see a business park development in our parish as local lanes would be put under further pressure. 

278 14.9 Saturated with tourists 

277 14.9 Saturated with tourism. 

274 14.9 As tourism is the main business in South Huish all development should be sensitive to retaining all the attractions that draws tourists to the area.  

263 14.9 Questions 14.2 to 14.4 too vague - diversification to what?  

246 14.9 The parish runs? heavily as a tourist destination and it sometimes feels that locals come second 

216 14.9 Off season tourism should be encouraged. 

194 14.9 This is an AONB any industry in this area would be a disaster - the pub - shop / post office & hotels are adequate for the parish. 

185 14.9 Fruit and veg. nursery on a small scale (not like Lidstones). Re-introduce dairy farming & local milk sales. 

156 14.9 Expand tourism to 12 months via clever marketing - food festival etc. 

142 14.9 South Hams need to decide what is required re employment. If well paid employment is required proper industry must be attracted to the area e.g.  

  chemical engineering with all the attendant problems e.g. pollution. If those problems are not acceptable low paid low skilled and seasonal employment 

 will have to be the norm.  

127 14.9 Anything that provides employment for locals so they don't move away and drain permanent residencies.  

118 14.9 Employment is an essential element of sustaining a viable community but the mistakes of past projects should be analysed in order to avoid spoiling what  

  this parish has currently.  



105 14.9 I am anxious that any business plan / site would spoil the natural beauty of the area. I realise that employment locally has always been a problem for the  

  young but sustainability is an equally important aspect. 

100 14.9 We are rather uncomfortable with these questions given their ambiguity. Basically we will strongly support any attempts to generate further fulltime NON  

  SEASONAL  local businesses and employment but NOT more holiday homes or accommodation 

99 14.9 The parish is not fundamentally about 'employment' as such. Tourism thrives on maintaining the AONB, CPA + SDHC. South Huish is not about business  

  parks etc. (especially if you take into account the square mileage and low population) Business = Traffic = congestion = noise = putting off tourists. There 

 should be more encouragement to use the facilities we have (maybe a return to promoting fishing, boat trips, local crafts and other businesses that don't  

require building nor impact on natural surroundings ). 

89 14.9 The parish is a tourist area. The parish is and is within a tourist area - efforts to change the character would be disastrous. Encourage tourist development 

77 14.9 All require detail - what sort - how big? Etc. 

19 14.9 I think local people need a strong lead to examine new development strategically. So changes to hotels should be examined on the basis of full-time learn &  

  earn posts plus staff accommodation so that a REAL career exists here. 

13 14.9 I do not see that it is the plan / parish's place to define employment strategies. 

12 14.9 I do not really support the expansion of current businesses - but if it has to occur let it not be too big. 

5 14.9 Local businesses need to expand and adapt to demand, but there is a limit. The area needs to stay rural, but also cater for tourists and visitors. The main  

  concern is the volume and size of vehicles along the narrow lanes.  

4 14.9 This was a difficult question to answer; whilst I am against any development generally this has to be tempered with allowing existing businesses to respond  

  to demand. I have disagreed on 14.2 as I do not want to see farms become solar farms. Hope Cove is a tourist area and as such should not encourage 

businesses other than those relating to tourism, agriculture or fishing. Lidstones is now out of place in the parish as the trucks cannot negotiate the lanes 

 and needs to move to Churchstow ASAP.  

664 14.9 The bus service stops businesses being able to employ staff from outside the parish as its only twice a day 

682 14.9 Without the necessary infrastructure i.e. roads, transport, public services it is not viable to encourage a business park or people to work in the parish. 

694 14.9 Designated sites except perhaps Malborough not necessarily the answer. Instead support individual & small group local enterprises. Support local  



  hoteliers to upgrade & improve buildings & facilities. On parish economy - perhaps boat storage. Craft workshops? 

702 14.9 Flood defence for land by council houses down to car park needs improving. *Wider roads for walkers to get from villages to beach with children & dogs.  

704 14.9 Any business expansion needs to fit local needs and / also the AONB *No greenfield development should be allowed * encourage small businesses to work  

  from home - improve telecoms for internet access i.e. Speed of broadband.  

Do you have any other comments on tourism? 

530 15.1 It is important to me as letting one flat enables my family to enjoy the other as a second home. 

401 15.1 A lot of the tourists like to walk and appreciate the (almost) unspoiled landscape 

405 15.1 The beaches I would have thought were at maximum capacity-to makes the more crowded will have an adverse affect on tourism. 

420 15.1 Support hotels and B&Bs but not allow them to overgrow into massive complexes with over large structures/impact on customer space/visual amenity.  

  Conversion of hotels apartment blocks needs is much tighter control of scale, design and materials. 

500 15.1 We should encourage tourism commensurate with the tone of the parish. Bucket and spade holidays. Big noisy activities should be discouraged. Gentle  

  activities for both young and old.  Painting, Walking, nature trails, land maintenance.          

502 15.1 There is no advertisement worse than a poorly maintained village. During tourist season, every day, before the tourists are up, the centre of the village 

should be swept, bins emptied and the beaches cleaned! If it's SHDC refuse to do this, pay locals and recover the cost from Hope Cove weekends. 

 Hope Cove attracts thousands to the area, put some of the money back into the community.  Remember, if you don't nurture your cash cow one day the  

cash will dry up. 

518 15.1 Unless AONB is not for change 

524 15.1 Sweep roads, clean beaches. 

535 15.1 St Austell brewery needs to be more responsible in keeping Hope Cove tidy And a local community-not just cater for outsiders. The landlord's dwelling looks  

  revolting from the outside. Consult on paint colours. 

545 15.1 I do think diversification of accommodation is important-the market is changing-not all about hotel rooms. Many people now stay in owner owned houses  

  i.e. Airb&b etc.. Hope Cove seems oversupplied was hotels plus rental cottages. South Milton beach becoming very eroded and not much maintenance. 

578 15.1 Appropriate bins for litter. 



579 15.1 Continue to reduce dogs-keep water quality up.  Continue with lifeguards 

582 15.1 We all may moan-but tourism is needed-and should be encouraged. 

585 15.1 We should consider all comers beach cleans in the summer. 

586 15.1 I agree it is needed but I think we have enough! Possibly slightly too much. 

602 15.1 It is our major industry and needs support. 

603 15.1 Restrict dogs into village. Request owners to keep dogs on leads at all times. No dogs on beaches. 

611 15.1 We clean beach 

532 15.1 It is important to me as letting one flat enables my family to enjoy the other as a second home. 

396 15.1 Tourism provides only form of employment in the parish. Need people to come and enjoy the area but too many tourists will cause overload and detract  

  from enjoyment. Fine balance needs to be struck.  

393 15.1 Ensure local services are adequate…for the number of visitors the area currently has. The roads will not cope with much more traffic in high season. 

389 15.1 We are reaching saturation. 

380 15.1 Work closer with the National Trust Better publicity. Attract niche markets - i.e. more healthy walks etc.  

367 15.1 Be aware of current trends - i.e. B+B / small hotels not as popular so therefore allow conversion to housing. Either holiday units or residential dependant on  

  position & building. 

297 15.1 Make tourists more welcome! Take a lesson from e.g. Jersey where even motorists are tolerated. Don't treat 2nd homeowners with such hostility - but  

  don't get ?me started on how we spend over a quarter of the year here - we spend a lot of money here. We chose here because it is so beautiful - don't  

  alienate us. It is not our fault the fishing industry has gone, and agriculture employs so few now.  

286 15.1 Internet and Sat-Nav replace need for extra signage which can be ugly.  

278 15.1 No more second home(s) - encourage hotels and B&Bs   

277 15.1 No more second home(s) - encourage hotels and B&Bs   

274 15.1 To encourage tourism there should be no development near the coast i.e. hope Cove. 

217 15.1 Don't need development - just protection of the natural environment and access to it. 



156 15.1 Keep it niche - keep it authentic.  

151 15.1 Beach cleaning should be provided by parish council. Businesses should be encouraged to collect litter caused by their products in front of their buildings. 

142 15.1 No more caravan or similar parks should be allowed. A stop conversion of hotels etc. to apartments / self catering.  

118 15.1 It is vital to have a successful strategy to ensure the future of the community 

108 15.1 We need better / more rubbish bins for the beaches.  

101 15.1 There are too many big cars on the Devon lanes 

99 15.1 I am concerned that planning applications and proposed developments of some hotels are overly large and not in keeping with the surroundings. I do not  

  believe they are beneficial to the community and the area. 

89 15.1 Work on what we have got and bring tourists and their spending power to the area.  

78 15.1 Greater promotion for out of season 

77 15.1 Does improve roads for tourism mean mend potholes or build dual carriageways  

74 15.1 We feel that tourism comes before locals, especially where planning permission is needed. Too many houses and bungalows are being demolished to  

  provide bigger properties for letting to tourists.  

72 15.1 Support hotels and B&Bs but not if it means major expansion of buildings. 

38 15.1 Too many tourists bring traffic congestion, queues in local shops, crowded beaches and destroy the peace of the village.  

19 15.1 We need to challenge locals to open guest houses or even offer smaller ensuite sites so that the effect of scarce bus journeys is minimised (cos people can 

stay) 

13 15.1 We need to address speeding and stupid parking  

10 15.1 If more tourism is to be encouraged then I feel that roads / access needs to be adequate. Parking needs to be catered for and one should be able to pay for  

  the amount of time spent - not a blanket all-day charge and evenings should be free.  

5 15.1 We need to encourage tourists to visit the are - and respect it.  

678 15.1 Hope is a very busy village in the season, and I don't know if there is room for more holiday makers.  

681 15.1 Only drivers who can reverse should be allowed in to the South Hams.  

694 15.1 We need QUALITY HOTELS with modern / updated facilities to cater for all ages able to do functions. People cannot pretend Tourism is not the key way 



    To bring money into the area (other than farming / fishing) So in parish interest to use that to enhance our environment & bring pressure to bare to get  

  better sewage, internet, road repair and quality housing  

702 15.1 No where for a tourist bus to park especially overnight when bringing children for various activities /  sports & those on a bus tour of the area. 

704 15.1 Encourage good feelings between second home owners and locals.  

Please use the space below if you wish to add any further comments regarding any questions in Section 16 [Housing]: 

396 16.0 No need for any new houses in the parish. New houses would need more facilities, buses more traffic which would totally change character of the area  

  from what I moved here for. 

394 16.0 No preference for traditional or contemporary styles as long as its good and sympathetic 

393 16.0 Do we know whether there is already a need for low cost housing for people wanting to live permanently in the area. 

378 16.0 This is very difficult: there is a need for housing but I feel it should stay away from Galmpton / Hope cove etc. & be concentrated in larger areas, like 

Malborough, Salcombe and Kingsbridge. 

367 16.0 Some properties do not need gardens as residents do not want gardens. Renewable energy essential in all new developments& building - it should be 

 demanded as part of the planning permission. 

352 16.0 When affordable housing is built, it is allocated to people from Plymouth - what is the point? 

313 16.0 Any housing affordable for local people. Ribbon development destroys local character of the AONB - it is there to protect.  

286 16.0 Would also have modern design if it fits into the setting / environment. 

274 16.0 If we wish to retain the beauty, local heritage and conservation of the countryside all development should take these attractions into consideration. 

273 16.0 No new developments, *No need for affordable housing * No suitable locations for new housing development 

263 16.0  affordable housing [16.6c] should be managed by the SHDC 

223 16.0 On the importance of new housing Inner Hope sq. should be traditional style and materials. Galmpton fairly traditional. For the rest of Hope Cove the  

  variation in styles is part of the charm. 

215 16.0 Affordable housing should be for local young people and elderly 

201 16.0  No housing estates in beautiful Hope cove.  



200 16.0 Hope Cove does not need a housing estate NO 

185 16.0 In view of the 75% of housing in Hope Cove being second homes any new housing should be limited to the needs of the existing residents, based on a  

  'housing needs survey' 

142 16.0 In any development of say more than 3 properties there must be strict planning controls placed on the developer that the developer at his own expense  

  must improve highways accessing the main road and provide safe pedestrian walkways to the main access road to the area and in the area. *if any  

  properties are available at discounted (social housing) prices they must always be sold at discounted prices in perpetuity i.e. large profits should not be  

  available to purchasers of social housing.  

105 16.o The Plan should take proactive steps to enable young people to live in the parish. 

100 16.0 Any affordable housing should be sold at below market prices but with restrictions on sale 

99 16.0 Unless you change (ruin) the infrastructure then new housing cannot be accommodated *How would a young couple say, move up the housing ladder if  

  they cannot sell at market value - they would be trapped (maybe in a home too small for a growing family). You would stifle people's right to move on in  

  society. *surely it would be better to encourage people to rent out empty / holiday homes if only 25.5% are permanently occupied? * Affordable housing  

  won't work. *younger people would be pouring money down the drain. 

74 16.0 Ensure that the new builds do not go to more second homes 

58 16.0 There should be a ban on any further second homes within the parish 

46 16.0 Being completely selfish I do not want this AONB changed in any way.  A few affordable homes for local people with priority status only 

33 16.0 There are already to many houses not 'lived in'. Any further development must be for local people to rent.  

30 16.0 To save energy there should be no street lighting 

27 16.0 I do not want the proposed project at Thornlea Mews 

19 16.0 In a high price zone gardens are a poor use of money. Plus young people working may be short of gardening time. Allotments + green spaces will be vital. 

13 16.0 The village does NOT NEED any more holiday homes, so no OPEN MARKET housing at all. 

12 16.0 Any development greater than 1-3 [units / houses] should have full infrastructure e.g. roads / improvement in place before commencement. Also adequate 

 education facilities etc. [these should be] Contractually enforceable on the developer   



5 16.0 I question the need for affordable housing - the infrastructure does not support it, e.g. transport, work, schools.  

4 16.0 Whilst I am relatively neutral on housing. I cannot see the need for affordable housing as surely young persons with families are better off in Kingsbridge  

  where there are more facilities.  

677 16.0 16 No new housing 

678 16.0 With 70% houses not lived in full time there is no need for more houses *!'m not sure affordable houses are needed in Hope Cove *People choose to  

  visit this area, thus adding to the economy, because it has remained the same for many years. New developments (rarely) enhance the area! 

681 16 No more 2nd homes! 

684 16 Although we do have a need for housing that our children and younger families in the area can afford, I am totally against the scale and size of the recently 

   proposed development that has been brought to our attention [Thornlea Mews?] 

688 16 Any future developments should only be for affordable homes and not 2nd homes. 

694 16 style is not the same thing as quality - which is more important. Eg. North sands - new build traditional outward style on market. Inner Hope - contemporary  

  house next to Downsfoot - fairly conventional - plans for Bybrook - all OK if materials etc. have quality and relevance.  

704 16 no to any new housing developments but support working age and young people to live in the parish  [2]  16.6b will discourage new people to the area  

  including young people + enterprise. [3] 16.6d no need it is easy to work from a living room or bedroom with a good internet connection. [4] Should provide  

  for housing for vulnerable people.  

401 16 New houses shouldn't be too high 

405 16 As there is very little employment in the area apart from pubs/hotels/farms, there is very little need for social housing. Sheltered accommodation not  

  suitable as no amenities in the area. 

406 16 As I do not think housing is needed no comments are made for most of 16. 

407 16 Housing for people who work in the parish and also for young people who wish to remain living or working in the parish. Unfortunately these people  

  have been priced out of the housing market in the parish!! 

411 16 Affordable for all. 

429 16 I've done my best. Hope it helps. Best wishes to you all. 



498 16 If it can be sure that there is a need for affordable/social housing for locals it should be supported, no permission should be granted for new builds to  

  become second homes. 

500 16 Social housing only for younger people associated directly with the parish. No large developments no more commercial homes. 

502 16 I have family who would have liked to stay in the village but sadly for the lack of affordable housing and employment has forced them out of the area  

  permanently! As we get older we will follow! 

504 16 Any new houses should only be available to local people, not sold off as holiday homes. 

528 16 Any properties must be built with energy conservation in mind and ensure that a suitable infrastructure-schools, surgeries, drainage, sewers,  

  communications -must be in place. 

579 16 Make sure we are not railroaded by landowners and Parish Council committee members. 

585 16 All new build should be restricted to permanent residency. Other areas with only 25 to 40% second homes have done this. We have 75% second  

  homes. This will also suppress house prices for locals/would be locals. 

600 16 Housing developments should be where there are schools and on bus routes (not two buses a day). Hope Cove doesn't seem the best site. 

603 16 I don't feel we have room or the infrastructure for new housing in Hope Cove. 

611 16 Too too many holiday homes already in village, any future development will only increase the situation. 

612 16 Over two thirds of homes in the village are second homes.  Any more development will increase this. 

622 16 Modern design would improve our image. 

 

Do you or your family have a need for a specific type of housing in South Huish parish? 

494 16.4 We currently own a property and are not seeking anything further. 

If you believe the PLAN should support an ‘Affordable (social) Housing’ scheme at what level do think the rental or purchase prices 

should be set? 

420 16.5 Don't know but based on local wages/household incomes not national and excluding second homes in the local area. 

Do you think any of the following is important for new housing? 



393 16.6 Good design whether modern or traditional. Play areas for young families to use. 

Are there any specific locations in the parish which you consider suitable for new housing development? 

401 16.8 Lidstones potato packing station site 

414 16.8 Outside the parish 

421 16.8 Cuolliver cottages/Colliver orchard. Below South Huish cross. 

476 16.8 Only where roads infrastructure can cope. 

484 16.8 On the main road through Marlborough 

485 16.8 On main road through Marlborough 

500 16.8 Any infill within existing boundaries-especially kennel Hill Field. 

502 16.8 The fields below ben's close.  The old pigsty and the neighbouring fields, Galmpton and the two disused quarries which could be used for light industrial  

  units. the striplings garden. Demolish the Hope Cove hotel (Greystone) and build something better. kennel way hill, Galmpton.  The scrub land behind lower  

  road Galmpton. 

503 16.8 Behind the old Greystone hotel, now the Hope Cove and near the disused quarries. Although this is near the Ridge I don't think it would be very visible. 

506 16.8 Reasonable distance from main road to Kingsbridge 

524 16.8 Galmpton/Malborough. 

536 16.8 Insufficient knowledge of the area and issues to comment. 

553 16.8 The car park in Outer Hope. The car parking in Inner Hope. The Hope Coast Guard station. The land in front of old ??? cottages in Inner Hope. Land adjacent  

  to the Hope Cove Hotel. 

603 16.8 None. 

611 16.8 No new developments needed. 

612 16.8 We are a small village too many vacant holiday homes already.  Any new development will only make it worse. 

621 16.8 Field above Weymouth park 

622 16.8 The field above Hope Cove hotel. *The field above Weymouth park. 



623 16.8 The field above Weymouth park or land above Hope Cove hotel. For the business Park, land which David Rossiter at present wants to sell for housing 

 development. Could be partially hidden by present trees etc.. 

637 16.8 Galmpton 

393 16.8 Lidstones, Thornlea Mews 

368 16.8 Adjacent areas to the villages. Evolution is an important part of our lives.  

367 16.8 'infill' on sites with large gardens or unused areas. 

361 16.8 The potato packing site [Lidstones] when the company relocates to Churchstow. 

360 16.8 Adjacent to Malborough parish boundary. Between Galmpton and Hope Cove along the main road. Field in Galmpton 

274 16.8 On Galmpton - Malborough road in walking distance to the amenities at Malborough. 

263 16.8 Lidstone site 

246 16.8 As already identified in the current plan. Make use of redundant or brown field sites for family housing. 

235 16.8 A number of small parcels of land in Hope Cove between a few houses. 

233 16.8 The two empty quarries - three houses each. 

217 16.8 Road heading out of South Milton beach to south Huish - small extension to outer Hope 

201 16.8 No new developments *No extension of villages. 

185 16.8 Kennel Hill field & other suitable fields to the east of Burton Farm, Galmpton. 

142 16.8 Only infill and on derelict sites and conversions or on sites of existing housing (e.g. 2 on existing site). Building on road by the Cottage Hotel and verges by  

  Sun Bay. In old quarry sites.  Hotel  

119 16.8 None it would spoil the area. 

99 16.8 NO more housing development 

98 16.8 Inner Hope 

74 16.8 Area behind Weymouth Park 

72 16.8 None. There are enough empty houses already.  



70 16.8 Next field out from Thornlea Mews, next field out from Weymouth Park. 

43 16.8 Further houses / flats along Bolberry Road? 

19 16.8 Strip of land on south side of road between Hope Cove and Galmpton. 

10 16.8 I do not have any problem with making the village a bit bigger.  

678 16.8 I think the area as a whole is becoming over developed 

694 16.8 Field between Downsfoot and Primrose Bank *proposed site by Thornlea Mews *Field beyond Grand View toward Galmpton *Gap between  

  St. Clements and Stribling’s House. *Quarry opposite to my house next to Laggan *Quarry on ridge beyond john Jarvis.  

702 16.8 Close to the A381 for transport ease South Huish / Malborough 

704 16.8 No keep open and green spaces free of developments.  

I agree that this questionnaire broadly reflects my local concerns and aspirations, and covers the issues or considerations I would 

like taken into account by the Neighbourhood Plan – if not , please comment below. 

518 17.0 Nothing about second homes limiting numbers. Do not want to go over 50%  This is NO GOOD  

393 17.0 Some questions are simply too broad and need to be much more specific - housing in particular & business development. Also the 'pop in' sessions [?didn’t]  

  take in to account of people who work. 

368 17.0  I question whether the conclusions will accept life styles and attitudes, manners and tolerances have changed over recent years by the residents 

352 17.0 I think it could [the questionnaire] talk more about objectives. What would the objective of affordable housing be? What would the objective of attracting 

 young people be? E.g. on low pay jobs in tourism? Or skilled young people?  

286 17.0 If new housing is to be built bearing in mind the capacity of the roads, it should be affordable aimed at people working in the area, environmentally 

 sustainable, and associated with the extra provision of open space, play area for children, and adequate parking. 

278 17.0 Again - Roads are barely capable of managing holiday makers - e.g. Burleigh Lane and road to Malborough (I disregard coast road via Sorley etc.). Forty 

 more permanent households, commuting to Salcombe / Plymouth / Kingsbridge impossible. 

274 17.0 There has to be more affordable housing for young locals but it must be sited near Malborough where there is a school, more frequent bus service, post  

  office, garage and large village hall with playing fields. 



273 17.0 Broadly speaking I am in favour of no change.  

246 17.0 A venue should be identified for an annual arts and crafts & music festival, which could be used to extend the holiday season and be used around the year if  

  and when possible.  

223 17.0 Cooperation with adjoining parishes e.g. 4.2 note (important as parish is a holiday destination). * Acceptance that housing plus lack of schools etc. makes  

  parish unattractive to young local people and what that implies; e.g. improving facilities for working from home might be best way of attracting fewer old  

  permanent residents.       

217 17.0 As holiday home owners I am keen to protect [the] natural environment but hope I've given a sense of how important for the area to develop its permanent 

residence and amenities for them. This is very ?important? 

216 17.0 Dog fouling would poo-bag containers be a solution? 

215 17.0 This is our second home but it is used at least once a month by us and our family. We are retired but have been coming to Hope cove since children. *A  

  beautiful unspoilt rural area which is being conserved by our parish council. Long may it continue.  

194 17.0 I answered the questions I felt competent to answer. Briefly – I would like to see our villages and surrounding countryside ? remain with NO FURTHER  

  DEVELOPMENT & NO MORE SECOND HOMES.  

185 17.0 The proliferation of second homes in Hope Cove (Inner & Outer)  

142 17.0 The whole problem of employment and infrastructure for the area. There has to be major improvements to infrastructure before any development of any  

  kind can be considered and before employment development or expansion can be considered there are no roads capable of servicing any new  

  development of any kind.  

119 17.0 The beauty of the area is outstanding and unique: new development should be avoided but if required must not be allowed to detract from this unique 

 beauty.  

103 17.0 Absent landlords should maintain properties land and gardens to high specs. [2] no commercial development in Inner Hope 

100 17.0 We would have expected some opportunities to debate the proposed plan before having to vote 'yes / no' 

99 17.0 I am very concerned that property developers - not interested in maintaining our beautiful area - just want to make a fast buck for the benefit of  

  themselves. If you like beach huts, the smell of greasy chips, a view obscured then go to Paignton - I am sure you would be most welcome. ** Maybe there 



 should have been a separate section for holiday home owners / non-permanent residents.   

72 17.0 Limit development, Encourage wildlife, Reduce or remove street lighting  - waste of energy and causes light pollution. 

19 17.0 Our village movers and shakers need to stop treating planners and developers as criminals. Instead they should ?positively? Shape developments. 

15 17.0 We have a holiday let here and think this very special place needs cherishing and protecting  

683 17.0 Please leave Hope cove as it is. The village me and my family fell in love with in 1966. We could do with a proper café in the village not a crash bang wallop  

  like the Cove 

688 17.0 Found some of the questions not very specific. 

694 17.0 There is no need for Hope to have things that e.g. Torquay or Brixham can provide for tourists.  More important to have sea, arts, crafts, maritime and  

  countryside related businesses & homes to generate a viable rural character.  

401 17.0  more emphasis should be made that this is An AONB 

411 17.0  Quality of roads, verges, hedges and ditches need addressing. Footpath's not well maintained, need more Green Lanes/bridleways for locals. 

413 17.0  Quality of roads not covered. keeping hedges cut not covered.  And it was far too long and language not clear.  Very concerned that footpaths used by  

  motorcyclists, noisy and dangerous. 

414 17.0  More about young people. Local employment opportunities. 

421 17.0  South Huish needs more residents to become more cohesive as a  village. 

434 17.0  Congratulations on producing this questionnaire-a considerable effort! 

435 17.0  I'm not sufficiently well informed to correctly answer a lot of these questions  Don't understand a few of them 

476 17.0  Questionnaire much too long!  Please can the highways department take a look at Galmpton cross.  It could do with rumble strips approaching from the  

  Hope Cove direction to slow traffic. 

500 17.0  Perhaps more on businesses and how we can encourage suitable ones to the area. 

502 17.0 Follow the St Ives referendum for no more second homes! Sewage on our beach!  resolve the outer hope flooding problem! No more building in or  

  adjacent to the outer hope floodplain! More localism from SHDC! Establish the development boundaries for Hope Cove and Galmpton for all to see built for  

  local needs or we over develop and ruin our village and tourism! Only build with a covenant in perpetuity!  Parish council should adopt a more assertive  



  role! 

535 17.0  Will the sewage facilities here be adequate to sustain more local housing. 

539 17.0  Bin collections. Resident and Holiday houses.  also each house should have a bin for glass. 

545 17….0  Flooding is a major concern and developments already proposed, i.e. Thornlea Gates could affect drainage run off to leat draining through Outer Hope. 

 Sewage also is very important as harbour beach is vulnerable. 

553 17.0    ALSO THREE PAGES OF ATTACHED COMMENTS – see below 

585 17.0  Sorry it's last minute and hurried in the end on my part. Thanks for your efforts. Sorry about the chocolate on my form. 

602 17.0  This questionnaire is far too long. 

605 17.0  I feel large development would kill the area. 

629 17.0  If industrial units are decided upon, and depending on their size, to cope with the potential problems of delivery lorries etc. to bring in the materials for 

 construction, and then the products made to be taken to customers, I suggest such units would be best located near to the A381. 

637 17.0  Should be some questions/issues relating to 2nd homeowners who use local services and trades, builders, electricians, plumbers, painters and shops. 

641 17.0  Improvement of new part of public footpath between Hope Cove and South Milton Sands. 

645 17.0  Unless some weighting is given to the views of permanent residents their lifestyle is in danger of being decided by those who only live here 3 to 4 weeks of  

  the year. 

530 17.0  The indigenous local population should be listened to, not planners in county hall. 

532 17.0  The indigenous local population should be listened to, not planners in county hall. 
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2nd Written submission with additional thoughts relating to the Neighbourhood plan [553] 

I write with some thoughts to accompany my completed questionnaire. 

These thoughts should be read with the caveat IF! 

By this I mean IF there were to be change!  Rather like most people, I do not wish to see change for change sake, and in many ways, I do not like change. However, I am a 

realist and realise that in the last 50 years the Parish has seen many changes. It is therefore, prudent to expect that in 2066 the Parish will have experienced many changes 

from today. 

I am of the opinion that any change should seek to improve. But, in the case of the Parish, improve what? I write from the perspective of Hope Cove because this is the part 

of the Parish that I know best. Also, I firmly believe that any change should be a meaningful method of improving life for the whole community and not a money making 

exercise to benefit any individual or group of individuals. 

If one looks at Hope Cove, it is a nice place to live, to work, and to work from, and I speak from experience about all three. Surrounded by beautiful country side, beaches, 

and cliffs, It is situated in an area of outstanding natural beauty and parts of the fabric of the buildings fit in with this. Other parts are not so aesthetically pleasing, and if 

taken in isolation would certainly not reach the standard required for outstanding natural beauty! Nevertheless the community thrives. It has all the regular services and 

amenities with the exception of gas. However, there are adequate suppliers of both oil and calor gas on the doorstep. It has emergency facilities such as grit spreading, 

defibrillator, Life boat and first responder etc. in addition to the normal Fire, police and ambulance. Two doctors surgeries within about a ten minute drive will normally see 

patients on the day they call, there is a minor injuries hospital in the same vicinity, and both a good primary and secondary school the same distance. A petrol station and 

small supermarket are 2 or 3 minutes’ drive away and a little further afield are two larger supermarkets, both of whom, deliver. There are 3 churches, 5 hotels, a thriving 

pub and bar/café and a good post office/shop. There is a range of community activities to suit a range of tastes, and, for a rural area, a good bus service ( three in and out 

per day ) especially bearing mind that many rural areas in the UK have only one or two a week, and some, none at all. There is a network of good footpaths, and the roads, 

which are considerably less congested than most cities or large towns, although narrow, link easily to wherever one wants to go. 

So, in a nutshell, Hope Cove has a lot going for it. So, if one wanted to improve, what do you improve? I believe that it is always prudent to improve on something you are 

already good at. For example, Manchester United are a good Football Club, and to improve would, I suggest, try and play football at a higher level. They would not suddenly 

say, to make ourselves an even better club, let’s play cricket! 

Hope Cove used to be good at and known for its fishing. But, apart from a few who earn a small income during the summer months, this is no longer a commercial viability. 

It has some agriculture, with a small number of well-run farms, but , I suspect, without huge capital investment, or some sort of diversification, it is difficult to see how 

these could improve. There is a small art gallery which could perhaps develop further, a shell fish agency that is possibly operating at its limit, and there are well run Hotels, 

pubs and bars, and a shop. 

The one area that involves many in and around Hope Cove, and even further afield, and is an area that has scope for considerable improvement is TOURISM. Like a lot of 

places in the South West, Hope Cove to many, is a holiday resort, and it is this part of Hope Cove, that, I believe, has the potential to be improved upon for the benefit of 

the whole village/Parish. 

As a holiday resort, Hope Cove is renowned for being a typical ‘bucket and spade’ type of place. Additionally, visitors come for the walking, the water sports,  fishing, the 

views, and the relative tranquillity of the place. To enhance these attributes why not consider adding to them and/or expanding them. For example, there is a pub and a bar 



in the village, both of which are doing well and both offer something different to each other. I would suggest there is scope for another café/bar/restaurant, or even two. If 

done in a slightly different manner to the existing concerns they would all thrive. Something like a fish restaurant or a French style café/bar that served a ‘formule’ of the 

day i.e. two courses, set menu for a certain price, or even a pizza and pasta place. Additionally I think there is scope for one or two small business opportunities that are 

there mainly to serve tourists, such as a water sports outlet with lessons and all the accessories like surf boards/wetsuits, clothing etc. There is scope for an arty/crafty 

shop, a concern that mends outboard motors and/or mends sails or anything ‘boaty’, an artisan style bakery and confectioners, and perhaps some sort of ‘greengrocers’ 

that sells locally grown produce, some organic stuff, in addition to locally made drinks, foodstuffs and cosmetics etc. Also, there is probably scope for a small Visitor Centre, 

highlighting the Heritage of the village, rather like at Beer further along the coast. The displays outside the Reading Room are attractive, but I believe is an area that could 

be expanded quite considerable 

If one accepts all this ( and many will not!) one also has to accept that it will create jobs in the Parish and a need for building, both for the business premises and 

somewhere for the employees to live. There are two largish areas in the Parish that at the moment are car parks. One in outer Hope is privately owned and one in Inner 

Hope owned by the council. Neither owners may wish to change, BUT, in my opinion either or both areas, or part of them would make good sites for carefully and tastefully 

constructed business premises with living accommodation above and parking attached. If this happened one would have to relocate the car park. Where too? Well, during 

Hope Cove weekend there is a temporary car park off New Road. If this were to become permanent, a carefully designed car park to allow sufficient drainage not to 

enhance flood risk is not beyond the bounds of possibility. Alternatively, there may be sites outside the village. This is not unusual for a tourist place ,after all, look at 

Polperro, where the main car park is half a mile walk away from the village and look at Salcombe, with its Park and Ride. 

Other potential sights that come to mind include the area of ‘scrubland’ in front of Old Coastguard cottages, the current HM Coastguard station, and land adjacent to the 

‘Hope Cove Hotel’. These are all owned by different concerns, none of which may consider a change of use. 

With regard to accommodation and housing, let me consider the former initially. There are a number of second homes that are let out commercially and a number of 

cottages, apartments, houses that are let out all the time. There are five hotels including the pub, and two bed and breakfast places. If one is hoping to improve tourism, 

one needs places for people to stay. Two of the hotels already have plans for expansion, and I do not think there is scope for more hotels. It is worth noting, that one of 

these, The Cottage, has diversified a little quite recently by introducing a hair, beauty, massage parlour, which is popular with both tourists and local residents. There is 

though, perhaps a need for more B and B provision. Self-catering cottages, flats and houses are usually booked 12 months or more in advance for the busy Summer season, 

so there may be a need to provide more. Not in a big way, but perhaps just a few at a time on pockets of land in the Parish that are either under used or not used at all. 

Some ( in fact probably many! ) may think this is a ridiculous idea, but many years ago there was ‘uproar’ because a derelict site was going to be used to construct 6 flats. 

Now, 15 Years on ‘Chichester Court’ blends in very nicely with the village, and although all six are either second homes or are let out, the owners contribute fully to the life 

on the community! 

With regard to housing, I do not think there is scope for another big development in the Parish, and by this, I mean something similar to The Weymouth Park, or Channel 

View estates. There is perhaps a need for a few dwellings though, to attract people of a working age to the Parish. Probably a few at a time, and probably via a ‘Housing 

Association’ to allow low salaried workers to either rent or get their first foot on the housing ladder. But we must be careful here. We often hear people say that the 

youngsters here will never be able to afford a place in the area they grew up in. But we must remember this is not a problem peculiar to us. I have relatives in North London 

and Bristol, and none of their children can afford to buy there. Additionally, we must ask ourselves, ‘do the youngsters want to buy a place they were brought up in’? Some 

might, but there are probably more who would like to move away and buy elsewhere. 



With regard to a small ‘industrial estate’, there could be scope on the periphery of the Parish for perhaps 3 or 4 units, and it may be that there are farm buildings that 

owners may wish to use for diversification ( equally there might not be ). Light industry that springs to mind to serve both permanent residents and holiday makers might 

include a motor repair garage, a property repair/maintenance business, a boat builders, and a food preparation outlet that could also provide outside catering. 

Whatever happens ( if anything ) one must think of the bigger picture outside the Parish. Kingsbridge is the main town that serves the needs of several satellite Parishes. If 

all Parishes expand, it is going to put pressure on the central services they provide, such as doctors surgeries, libraries etc. Additionally, it is going to put additional pressure 

on South Hams District Council, Devon County Council, The Water Board and Power Suppliers, and topics such as road repairs, rubbish collection, sewage disposal will all 

enter the debate. 

As I said at the beginning, I am the sort of person that doesn’t really favour change but accept it is inevitable. Excuse my ramblings, but I find it easier to ‘ramble’ than fill in 

a form. Please feel free to partially, or totally ignore them!    

 

 


